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ABSl3,ACT

A subspace X of a space Y is said to be C-x--embedded in

T if every bounded real-valued continuous functj-on on X exLend.s

continuously to a function on T. When one þchonoff space is

embedded in a¡rother, it is a question of fundamental i-mporLance

to ask r¡hether the fo::ner is C-x--enbedded in the latter" Some

spaces, such as compact spaces, a¡e C*-enbedded whenever they are

embedded in arry þchonoff space. More gener¡'ì lF, given any class

A of Tychonoff spaces, one could attenpt to deterrrine the

property which characterizes those Tychonoff spaces which are

C-F-embedded whenever they are embedded in aly mernber of Q. This

property is called the absolute C*-embedding property for the

class Q. In this work ¡¡e find the absolute Cx-embedding property

for a r+here a is each of the follow'ing classes: spaces with

countable pseudocharacter, first countable spaces (assu¡dng CH),

exbrena]lF disconnected spaces, or F-spaces. We also obtain some

partial results for the class of basically disconnected spaces.

In Chapter 4 we defj-ne a new covering property for F-spaces

in order to obtain the above characterization, We investi-gate

what additional- properLies an F-space which satisfies this covering

property rmrst possess. In Chapter 5 we present exarnples of F-spaces

satisfying our covering property which do not possess cerbain

properti-es that one night, at first, suspect such F-spaces to

possess. hle q'lsor in the course of constructing these exarnples,

obtain ner+ results on the product of F-spaces w'ith P-spaceso



Chapter 0

INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARII^S

In lt94g Hewitt tHel proved that a Tychonoff space X is

C-enbedded in every Tychonoff space in which it is embedded iff

X i-s al-nost compact. Thus began the theory of absolute CJ+-enbedding"

This theory deals w'ith the characterization of those spaces in a

which are CJ+-embedded whenever they are enbedded in a space from R,

r+here a and R are arbitrary classes of topological spaces. In

this thesis the classes a a¡¡d R will alvrays have the property

that if X is a topological space which is homeomorphic to a space

in a or R then X is also a member of a or R respectively.

To date the principal contributor to this theory is C. E" AuIL ( [lr],
fA 't f a^r rr,1). R. G. Woods [I'Io] is aJ.so guilty of proving anL"2Je L"))t t"4t

absolute Cx--embedding result.

In tOr_,, Aull introduces the notation P : Cx[Q, R] to mea¡r

that a space, X, fro¡n the cfass a is C-É-embedded in every space

fro¡n the class R in which it is enbedded iff X, has property P.

He also defines P: C[Q, n] to be the analogous statement with

t0-embeddedr repÌacing r0x--embeddedt. !'Ie wiIL use this notation as

weIL as the following varia¡rts" If Q : R then C*[Q] and CtQl

will be substituted. for C-F[Q, R] and C[Q, R] , respective\r" Also

P : C-FF [Q, R] rriff mean that a space X in the class a is

C-F-enbedded in T whenever it is embedded as a closed subset of a

space T from R iff X has property P; CF[Q, R] is defined

analogously" If A is a topological property we r¡-iIL use inter-



changeably that a represents both the property and the class of

T'ychonoff spaces possessing this property. This dual role r+iIL not

cause any confusion and indeed there are na.ny who feel that there is
¡s durlify involved.

Our topologicaf terrci-noìory and notation fo]-low the sta¡rdard

texbs on point-set topology. For background naterial on rings of

continuous functions and corapactifications, we refer the reader to

¿¡s Çi]lman and Jerison texL tGJl or hlalkerrs book [V/] . Following

[GJ]r t,he ring of continuous real-valued functions on a topological

space X is denoted by C(X), and its subring of bound.ed members

by Ci+(X)" For f € C(X), the set [x € X: f(x) : OJ is ca-tIed t,he

zero-set of f, and is denoted by Z(f) " A cozero-set is the

complement of a zero-set and if f € C(X), coz(t) w1ll denote

X \ Z(f)" A function g from X to a space Y is c¡lled Z-closed

if the irnage,'under g of each zero-set of X is closed in T.

The stone-cech compactification of a Tychonoff space x is denoted

by 9X. It is cha¡acterized as the compactification of X to rvhich

a"l'l bounded continuous real-valued functions on X nay be continuously

exbended. For a continuous nâp g frcm X into a compact Hausdorff

space K, 9g denotes the continuoì¡s exLension of g to ÊX. Two

subsets A and B of X are said to be conpletel-y separated in X

if there j-san f €C-F(X) suchthat f(a):O foreach a€A and

f(U):f foreach b€8.

The notions from set theory that we sha]] employ are standard.

An onlinal is thought of as the set of its predecessors, and a
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cardinal as an inj-tia1 o¡dinal-. The syrnbol ,o is used to denote

the ø?th infinite cardinal- and we shaIl someti¡nes use l* in
place of o " For any set X, lX[ w-iIL denot,e the cardina']ity of'd

the set. For any infinite cardina-t K, K+ denotes the successor

cardinal of K and l(rc) wil]- be the discrete space of cardina'lity

K. lnJhen we write 9K we meal the Stone-Cech conpactification of

l(rc). The points of Êrc \ rc are the free ultrafilters on K and

they play a dual- role in thi.s thesis, as points of the space gK,

and. as ultrafilters. Specifically if [xo: a < rc] is a subset of a

space X. and q€pK\K then, following [GSJ, apoint x€X
isa q-l5m[xo:ecKJ :-f x€cl¡[a:ø€F] foreach F€q.

various results of this thesis reqrrire special set-theoreti-c

assumptions" These assumptions are knovm to be consistent r,rith the

usual axioms of set theory. One such assumption is the continuum

^0)h¡rpothesisr 2 = ol , a¡d a result that requires this assrrmption

w'ilI be indicated by a n cH tt preceding the statement. A reader

who is interested in the proof of the consistency of CH and the

other axioms we assuJre (such as l,fA a¡rd. C ¡ is referred to [Je] .

Throughout this thesis we rrj-lJ- assume that aIL spaces urder

considerati-on are lychonoff, and this assumption will be used without

e>qplicit mention.

Many of the results of this thesis have appeared or will appear

elsewhere" The results of Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 appear in I01J.

The results of Chapter 3 appear in tnrl a¡ld the results of Chapter

l+ are part of joint work by the author and 0. Forster [nF] .
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Chapter 1

ÀBSOLUTE C-¡T,ßEDDING OF SPACES SATISFYING PSEUDOCHÀR.A.CTM, CONÐITÏONS

In th:is chapter we \,r'i11 discuss the absolute embedding problem

for the class of spaces obtained by restricting the pseudocharacter

of points or closed sets. C. E. lul} [Af] has shown that CtPl and

C*tPl are countable compactness if P is either (i) ttperfect and

oormrl tt or (ii) tcountable pseudocharacter and no:malt . (A perfect

space is one in which closed sets have cor¡¡table pseudocharacter,)

The natural question that, arises is to determine CtPl if trnornâltr

is dropped in each of the above caseso l{e ca¡t afso generalize

tfcountablett to an arbitrary ir¡finite carriinal. We find that CIO(K)l

and CrstQ(K)l are both alnost conpactness r+here a(K) is either the

property that a space has pseudocharacter K or the property that

closed sets have pseudocharacter K o We also show that the sa.me

characterization holds if we insert the stipulation that the

enbeddings are closed embeddi-ngs.

Ïrle recaII some definitions ar¡d concepts that are needed for

this and later chapters.

A space X is g@!-Sggpect.

least one is compact. Â space X

most one element (6.f or tGJl ) o

given disjoint zero sets at

a}nost conpact iff gX \X has at

if

is

The p.@, of a subset F of X' denoted '.|l (f rX) is

the mini-¡nm cardinal K such that F can be written as the inter-

section of K open subsets of Xo The pg@, of a space X,

denoted by ,t,(X), is defined to be sup[ù([xJrX): x € XJ n X has
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countable pseudocharacter if it has pseud.ocharacter o . (0"8 and. 1.12

of tJul)

Let X be a space and let D X be a subspaceo A point x€ X

is called a complete accr¡mulation po!n! of D if for every neighbor-

hood U of the point x, U n D has the same car"dinality as D tEnl

A characterization of compactness that is particularly useful

for our purposes is the following. [En]

1.1 Læma, A space X is compact iff everv infinite subset of X

has a comnlete accu.uulation point.

This leads to the folJ.owing easy result which is probably not new.

!.2 Lerm.a. If X is not comoact and K is the mini:nr:m cardinalitI

of a subsgt of X r'rith no complete accumulation point then K is

@.'

Proof. Suppose that (*o)o.o is a subset of X which has no complete

accr:mulation point in X ar:d that X( cvj: j < À) = f{ where each o j
is less tha¡r K . By the nininality of K, for each j< tr , the set
i/\(*J ,* . has a complete accr¡mulation point y :. $i mi Is'þ the set

J

(f¡) ¡o has a couplete accumulation point if L< K . But i-f x is

such a point then x is a complete accumulation point of the set

(x^) ^,- o. Therefore l. : K and rc is regular.- gcy< r!

The ne:cf theorem contalns the bulk of the work required to

establish the absolute C-e¡abedding theorems of tl¡-Ls section"

L"3 Theorem. Le!-X_Le a space ¡¡hieh is not ai-most compact. Theg

X ca¡t be ernbedded in a soace T such that:

1) X is not C-x'-embedded in Y



for eaclt-2ç € X . ,1, (fxl. X) = ù(fxl. Y)

for each v € Y \ L, ,!(fvl" Y) =r ó

Proof. since x is not alnost compact r.re can choose disjoint non-

compactzerosets Z, and 22. Wer+i1,1 embed X intoaspace T

so that Z, and ZZ are not conpletely separated in Y . By Lennas

I.L and 1.2 we can choose regular ca¡dinals * 1 arrd o Z ar¡i sets

(*o)o(K, - ZL and (fU)U (K. c Zz such that neither set has a
LL

conplete accumuLation point in X o Ne>ct, using a sirnple Zornts

lemna argr:nent, we can choose a set C of functions from 0J into uJ

such that frg € C inplies [n: f(n) : s(n)] i" finite, and such

that, C is naxima-I r+ith respect to this property. It, follows that

C has the following property: (") If h € otl , there is a function

f € C such that fn: f (n) : tr(n) + tl is infirrite"

Orrr space Y consists of the set X U (D xo) U (n xo) U C ,

where D: [d^.: a <K.,] arU E: [u^: g<K"] , topologized as foILows.-d p - ¿'

The subsets D x ul and E x o are open and discrete. For each

x € X , 1et U* be the colLection of open neighborhoods of x in X

such that U € ìlx implies U I lxry: ø <Kr] has cardina'lity less than

Kl and U n bgr þ<KZ] tr"" ca¡rdinal-ity less than K, (note from the

definition of [xo: ø. o 
f J and [fr, 9.o ZJ ttrat U* is not enpty).

Aneighborhoodbasefor x in T w'iILbe [uUU[[doj*lnart0):
ro€r, *o€ uJ UU [["p] * [rÊ,o): r0€, r yU€u] : u€ U* ]

In other rrorris [xo] U [ao] x , for"ms the one point compactificaùion

of la* 1 x , a¡¡d simiLarly for fa o

Finally we describe the neighborhoods of the elements of C o

Foreach f €C wewiLl-define f., :D-m êrld fr:E'or t

2)

))



T

neighborhoods of f wiIL be subsets of the graph of ff and f2

First assume of and nz a.re uncountable. Let lUrrt n € ulJ be

a farnily of subsets of D such that, for each n ( ul , Ur,+l c U'

and lur,\ur,+rl =Kl andthat Çur,=Ø . similarrylet

[vr,' n € tr:J be subsets of E w'ith the analogous properties. If ol

or K z is 0J then let U' or V' be ldrrrdrra1rdrr..2, . . . ]

or ["rrr"rra1r€rr-.2¡.. . ] respectively. Let f l(dcy) 
: t(n) if

do € Ur, \ ur,+t and simi-Iarly define fr(e') : f(¡n) if eU € V* \ v*+t

Aneighborhoodbasefor f € C is [w(r,cv,þ,n,k): acKr rÊ<Kr rnrk€ cr:]

where v,I(frargrnrk) isdefinedtobe [rJU [(ur,fl [ar:ø<y<KlJ) xü)

fì graph of frì U I(VUfl [er:9 <y.oZ]) xurfl graph of. frJ

(ttrus W(frørgrnrk) consists of tails of the graph of f, i.ntersected

id'ith U' together w'ith tails of the graph of f z intersected w'ith

Vo ). It is easy to verify 'r,hat a¡l intersection of finitely nnany of

the above neighborhoods is again a neighborhood, so that this is a

va]id assignment of neighborhood baseso We note here that these

neighborhoods are clopen in T. Indeed if g € C such that g + f

then there is an N € o such that S(n) t f(n) whenever n 2 N.

therefore if W(f rørÊ rnrk) -is an arbitrary neighborhood, of f

then W(grørgrNrN) is a neighborhood of g such that

W(f ,cv¡Êrnrk) f1 tll(grørÊ rNrN) : Ø . For, by the above definition, if

(tr¡) € w(trcveSrnrk) fl w(grør9rNrN) where ç < Kr and j € ur then

there is a p' N such that q e Uo \ Up+l and (qri) e

[Ur, * ul ñ graph of f,l fl [Un * ro l'ì graph of gr] But by the

definition of fi a¡rd Br , f 
L(o*, 

: r(p) | s(p) : *r(ug ) r,¡hereas

we ¡nnst have fr(t) : i : s1({ ). $imi}¿¡'fy lvt * ur fl graph or. f ,l
¡ [Vu x ru l-ì graph of gZJ = ø It is easily checked that no other



elements of Y are in the closure of !ri(f ,6yrgrnrk). Hence as

gl¡ined trI(frqrgrnrk) i-s clopen in T"

We now check that Y has the desired properties.

1). rt is obvious by the definitj-on of r and its toporory that x

5.s topologically enbedded in T. To verify that T is þchonoff it
wiLL suffi-ce to show that points of x have a base of cozero set

neighborhoods in T. Let x € X a¡td choose any h € C*(X) such

that C = coz(h) is in u* (thus lc n [*o,o. *rJl . *r and

lc n fv^: 9 < K^ll < K^ ). We define a function hr : I - ß¡!-R¿.'¿..-

as follows:

hrlX: h

he (,{ddrn) ) : h(xo) ir d

no(("Ê,n)):ir(y') if p

f¡e(g):g if f €C. It

that h? is conti-nuous on T

is a neighborhood base at x

aOl and n(ul
a*Z and n(ul

foi-lows easiJy frora this definition

ar¡d [coz(trt): h < C-x'(X) anrl coz(tì) É Ux]

in ï.

2)" We show that Z, and. Z, are not completely separated, in T"

Let Ä and B be closed neighborhoods of Z, and Z, respectiveþ.

Wewillshowthat Â nBnCf ø. Since A, isaneighborhoodof

[xo: ø. orJ , for each 6y < K, there is an integer hr(a) such

that [do] x thr(cu)rur ) c A. Let A,r: [oo: e € nl (to,n] )]
The Arr?s are increasing subsets of D a¡d U[Ar,: n < ul] = D

CaseI: Kl=, Thismeans hr€'r, sothereexists f€e
such that lrr f(n) : hr(n)+fJ is infinite since C has property

(*). lrre verify that every neighborhood of f meets Ào A neighbor-



hood of f containsr for some m € o, [ (aorr(t) ): k > nJ, Now

choose n > nr such that, f(n) : hr(n)+t, which rre can do since

[.rr f (n) : hr(n)+rJ is infinite. This means that (a,rrt(n)) i"
in A because [a,ri x [frr(n), ,il) c A, and our verification is
compreted. Thus f €A since À is closed. Note that if f € c

and lnt f(n) > h,(n)J i" infinite, then f € A"

Case 2: Kl ) * Note that Kt is regular by Lenma 1.2. Recall

that Ar, : [do: cs € h -(tor"] )J For each n € ,, choose h(n)

in o such that I(u" \ urr+t) fl Arr(.,)l : *r" Th-is ca¡r be done

because *t is regular, IUr, \ Ur,+tl : *l and U À : Do Now

choose f € C such that lru f(n) : h(n)+11 i" lnfirrit"; such a¡r

f again exists by (-r). llle wirl show that f is in the crosure of

A" An arbitrary neighborhood of f contains a set of the form

((u, i[0": ô(t<rcr]) xur)f'l (graphof fr) where ô€ Kl

ard ltr € u¡. Since [r, f (n) : h(n)+11 is infinite, we can choose

n € cu such that n > m. and f (n) : h(n)+t,. Also r,¡e can choose

uo€ [dr,ô <y.or.] n un\ ur,+tfl on(r,) since tr(n) was

chosen so that lUr, \ Urr*, n on(r,)l = Kr Because q > ô and

oo i Ur, \ ur,*, , which is contained in U* , (aorrl(do)) is in

the above neighborhood of f. To show that (dorfr(do)) is in À it
suffices to show that f l(dcy) > irr(ø), since [ao] x [trr(ø)r,l) c Á.o

since uo € Anlrr¡, irr(cv) < h(n) and f (n) : f l(dcy) because

do € ur, \ ur,+r. Therefore rr(ao) : f(n) > h(n) > nr(ø) and we

have fin1shed showing that f € Ä. Again we note that any f € C

such that lrt f (n) > fr(n) ] is infinite is in A.

Nol¡ we consider B, For each Ê < K 2 we choose S.,(O) in ü)
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such that [""J * to (a) ,,') - B. We let B. : [eo: P € g, ([Orn] )J. gr'- tõl\Prt *t n .-B t - ol

Ïf Kz: n then let I : 81 . Othenrise, for each n , choose

e(n) € o so that I fv,, \ Vr,+l) fl Bn(r,)l : Kz. Now we can show
ô \__/

that for any f € e such that [.t, f(n) > s(n) ] is infinite,

f € Bo To complete the proof that ZL and ZZ are not conpletely

separated we observe that there exists f € C such that

lrr f(n) > h(n) + e(n) j is i.r¡finite. Hence f € A r-ì B. This

neans that Z, and ZZ are not separated in Y by disjoint closed

neighborhoods of ï whereas two completely separated sets are.

3) It is clear by the construction that ü(xrf) : ü(xrX) for x€ X.

If y€T\X but y+C then y isisolatedsoobviously ù(yrT)

isequaltoo. Fine'llyfor f €C wehaveforar¡yfjxed ø€rc.,

and g (. K, t [f ] : î w(f ,ø:Ê,nrn) E

We are now ready to establish the characterizatj_on of the

absolute Cx-e¡abedding property for spaces with given pseudocharacter.

I"l+ Theorem.

equal to rc . For any card.inal rc

Proof . The fact that Cta(K)l : Cx'lQ(rc)l : almost conrpactness

folLor+s directly fron Theorem 1.3 and the fact that an a'l'aost

compact space is C-embedded in aqy space in which it is embedded.

To conclude that CF ta(K) I and Cr+F tQ(K) I are both aJ¡ost

compactness we sinply observe that in the proof of Theorem 1"3 X

is enbedded as a closed subset of Y. tr

We can also consider ctG(K)l where G(rc) is the property
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that every cfosed set can be written as the intersection of K open

sets o fi,ss¡'l'l that a space X is perfect if every cl-osed subset of

X is a Gu in X. Hence perfect is eqrrivalent to G( ul ). üIe

have the folJ-owing result.

!.5 Theorem" For anv infin:ite ca dinal- K .

CtG(K)l : C+tG(rc)l : CFtC(rc)l : C*F[C(rc)] : almost compactness.

Proof. Let X be a space rvhich is not almost compact and has

property C(rc). Let T be constmcted as in Theorem 1,3. We r+iIL

show that Y has property C(rc) . Let F be a closed. subset of

T. Let Ft:FnX, Fr:FlìC and Fr:F\(XUC)" Since

X has property C(rc), there is a sequence [Qr: E < rc] of open

subsetsof X suchthat ar:gQ*% Foreach n(o and ç<r{
let nr,g : 

% U Uttdcy] x [n,ur)' *o € %] u U [["p] " In,,r) :

17 a ñ 1 rt is easy to check that A.. " is open in T. Now'B-\ r' nrl
foreach n€ ul , Iet hlrr:FrU [(Urr*o)nUlgraphof fr: f € F2]i

U [(Vr, * o) n Ulgraph of f ,: r € Fr]l Each W* is open in

ï a¡d contains F Z. Now let 
"rrg 

: Urrg , W' U F3 . Since each

of Ur,g and W* is open in T and F: consists entireþ of

isolated points, tr,g is open in ï" Ïfe will shon that

Il [Mr,rE: n €,¡, E < K] : F, thus show'ing that Y has property

C(rc). If x€X n (y\¡'), thenthereisa E<K suchthat

* I ag . Since W' n X and F3 n X are both enpty for any

n€u¡, x{"r,,g. If f €c\F then t4Mr,rE forarry n€ul

and g < K. pi¡a]'ly let y: (dcvrm) 4 f for some a Ç. rcr and.

mÉo. Thecase y:(errn) for g<K2 isexactlyanalagous.

Since OUrr=Ø thereisa¡r n)m suchthat Uo4Ur,. For
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any g<K, ur,g n ([doJxür)c [ao]x[nro) andsince tr)E¡
ydA-". Àtso y+lr_ because W_ n (nx,,.\ ,r' rr;5 n n (|J/ c un* o ' There-

fore y ( Mr,rE . This shows that T has property G(K) a¡rd as

nofed in L"3, x is not c-r-enbedded in T. Also x is enbedded

as a closed subset of l. Therefore the equaiities C[G(K)] :

CxtG(rc) I = CF tG(K) I : g*p [ç(K) J : aJ_nost compactness ¡'l't follow

fron the above embedding a¡rd the fact that an almost compaet space

is always c-enbedded in any ffchonoff space in which it is enbedded. E



Chapter 2

ABSOLUTE C-N,ÍBEDDING OF SPACES hIITH COUNTABLE CHAR.ÀCTM,

rn this chapter we let P be either ttpoints have counbabr-e

charactertr of 'tclosed sets have countable character¡t . Arrrt iArl
has shown that CIP + nonnal] : çx[P * no¡u¿-l] : countable compactness

r+here P is rfirst countablert . We first establj.sh some properties

of first countable spaces that satisfy various conditi6¡s sim'ìIar to

conpactness" For some of these resul-ts we requi-re the continurrn

h¡4pothesis. Then, assr¡ning the continur:rn lgpotheses, we show that

c[first countable] is:'lmost compactness. we also observe thar

C-erobedding nay be replaced by C+E-e¡rbedding and that the sa.ne result

holds if we insert the stipulation that the enbedd.ings are closed

embeddings" Finally we show that if Dt is the property trcl_osed.

sets have countable charactertt then C[Dr] and C*[Dr] are

countable compactness.

2-r Definition [Hsì x is (K.r)-compact if every subset A of

cardinality K has a À -accumulation point x (for any neighborhood

U of x, lU nAl =f ). X isK-bougd.ed. if everysubsetof

carriinality K has compact closu¡e.

2.2 Lernma tc¡il rf x is a firsù countable. countably compact.

(Cl .Sl )-compact space then X is N! 
-bounded..

Proof. Suppose X is as above but is not R, -bounded. Let D be

a subset of X such that lÐ I : *f and D- is not conpact, Since

we are assurning CH and that X is first countable,
| *t t -llDl : lDl :dl . Hence if D is not compact there is a subset

S of cardinality less than or equal to *1 s"ith no complete



accumulation point. This contradicts the

countabJ-y compact and ( S.,, d,)-compact.
II

We w'iIL need the foJ-lowing result of

assurnptions that X i*t'

Hence X is Rr-bounded.

Arhangel t ski-i.

2.3 Lemra IArl

less than or equal to the continuum"

Proof. Supposethat lxl tRf . Let D G X suchthat lol =R,
Then D is first countable and has carriinality *, : 

"* and

is therefore not compact by Lenma 2.3 . since there is a subset of

D with no conplete accumtrlation point and D is R, -bounded l.¡e

can assume that D has no complete accu¡rulation poi-nt. Therefore

everrr point of ¡ has a neighborhood. which meets D i-n a set of

cardinality less than or equal to *r o x is regular and

N, -bounded so ¡ is loearly cornpact. ltle r^¡ill now inductively

construct compact subsets [Co: cv < ru, J of D such that
(i) co c int5 co+t , (ii) there is a¡ å*r such that

x .. € C .. \ C
CY+I cy+I \ 

Cy

a¡d (iii) lc I < '.\, . ChooseI-

1et Co = [x6] " Let ø € rl, and suppose we have defined C,

for y < cy so that (i) - (iii) are satisfi.ed. Since
l ' rr - | 

^¿ -,^ ^-- ^u^^ Il ^ ¡1"1¡ vu"ocv | = sr we can choose xo € D \ cl¡vYocv . As

X is S, -bounded,, [xoJ U .f ¡rt! c, is compact" Therefore we

cover it þrith conpact neighborhoods of cardina-lity less than or equa-l

to Rl and choose a finite subcover. ltle let co be the union of

these finitery naqy compact setsu conditi-ons (i) - (:-ii) of the

ind.uction hypotheses are clearly satisfied" Since lDl : S2 the

Each C is closed and Ð
fl

xO€n and

inducti-on can continue for ø ( uJ, o
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ls fi-rst countable hence o.U, co is cl-osed in t and therefore

conpact because x is R, -uoun¿ea, The open cover [i-nt co: a< orJ

nust therefore have a finite subcover, so for some y ( o*

&r, co: cy . But of course *v*t 4 c, . Hence lxl =,{r
and being Rr-bounded, X is compact. Ê

The nexb two results, although not needed in the sequel, are

related and of independent i-nterest because they do not require cH ,
in contrast to the previous results.

A space X is said'to have countable tishtness j-f for any subset

D of x and x€îthereisacountablesubset E of D such

that x€n. [Jul

2.5 Proposition Let x be R0 -bounded, ( ittrsl )-conpact and.

have countable tightness. Then X is compact,

Proof. Let us suppose that x is not compact and let, ìl be ar¡

open cover of x whi-ch has no finite subcover. since x is

RO -bounded hence, in particular, countably compact, U has no

countable subcover. lrle r+ill inductiveÌy constnrct a subset of x

of card.inarity *, which has no complete accr:mur-ation point. Let

*0 be any point of X and UO be a member of t¿ such that

xO € UO " Suppose that o . cul ard for y < cy we have chosen

x and U such that (i) x 4 frc-: q<îl ,r tr ÌIY Y Y - L-3- è -IJ 
'ßYy -g t

(ii) Uy is a union of finitely nany elements of ìr r and

(iii) ttt i <vJ c o, " First we must choose uo . since x
is No-bound.ed, [*at < <"J i" conpact and is therefore covered

by finitely rnany opJr, ""t" which are members of ìl . lrie 1et

uo be the union of these finitery nar¡Jr open sets. To choose
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*o we simply note that X \ g ?o Ug is not emFty because l.¿ has

no countable subcover and choose xo € X \ 
* !'* 

Ug . We continue

thi-s induction for all o ( rl . We now cLairn that [xo: ø . ,rJ

has no conrplete accumul-ation point" Indeed, suppose x € X is a

comprete accr:mulation point of [xo: a . ,rJ . By the countabre

tightnessof X thereisan d<11 suchthat xetxrrV<"1
Therefore x € Uo and Uo is a neighborhood of x such that

luo n [*r, t . rr]l = Ro . This contradiction i.:nplies that ì..¿

has a finite subcover; hence X is compact. u

Recell that a space x is perfect if every closed subset of x

isaG^o

2.6 Proposition Let x be perfect. ( Rl. sl)-"ompact" countabl-v

compact and bave countable tiEhtness" then X is compact.

Proof" Assume x is not compact; then there exists an open cover

ìJ of X ¡.¡'ith no countable subcover. Let x6 be any point of X

artd U0 € ìl such that *O € UO . Recursively choose, for cv ( rD1 r

x.nÇr!^,U. and U €ìr suchthat x €U,. Obuiously U U-u S < c/ > cy d. d " o 1.,1,,9
is a¡r open subset of X and sj-nce X is perfect" q U can 

¡
' oarrJl a

be written as the union of countably rnany cl-osed sets. Let #. , f,
equal U U where each F is a closed subset of X . Since' d (rD. cv -- n

[x:acul"J G U F thereisan n(o suchthat A:F n-ryI'-nnn

[x-.:ø<ur,J hascarriinality *, . Sinee X is (X,"X.)-- CV I' ..l' ''1'

compact and F' is closed there is an x € F such that x is

a complete acct¡¡mrlation point of A" But since ,!t , F, : 
o ! u,,Uo ,

there is an o < ,1 sueh that x € Uc, . The set Uo is a

neighborhood of x rvhich meets A in a countable set. Thj-s
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contradiction Ínplies that X is compact" tr

The author has not been able to determine whether a first
countable, countably compact, ( Rr, ,lr)-conpact space is compact.

One rright corljecture that a counterexa.urple wirl exist assum:ing

Martinrs Âxiom" Ot'her results concerning first countable countably

compact spaces depend on the axions of set theory ([I^Ie],[0]).

We I:Lst the follow1ng Corollary to Lemmes 2"2 and 2.4 for it
w'iIL be used repeatedly.

2"7 cororlary tcHl rf x is a first countable non-compact space

then X contains ei!.her a countable closed discrete set or a set of
s-

çerci:Lna=Lity -'1 with no conplete accu¡mr.l_ation point"

2"8 Ler¡m¡ IcHl Let x be a fi-rst countable space which is not

al:nost compact. Then .X_ contains either

(i) two completelv separated closed discrete sets or

(ii) two completelv separated sets of ca¡dinalitv Rl with

no complete accuuulation points.

Proof. Suppose ühaL case (i) does not hold, i.e. , there are no

two completely separated countable closed discrete sets. Since X

i.s not al¡rost conpact let ZL and 22 be di-sj,oint non-compact zero

sets of Xo Since case (i) does not ho1d, we can assune Z, is

countably compact. By Corollary 3.6 ZL contains a set H of

car.rdin¡'ìity ilt with no complete accunula*,ion point. We now show

that Zz also contains a set K with |f'l : Nt and having no

coraplete accumulation point. The sets H a¡d K r+iII be our

conpletely separated sets of ca¡dine'ì i ty * r w:ith no complete
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accumrlation points. 'rnle a¡e done if z, is countabþ conpact by

Corollary 2"7 s so let N be a countable closed discrete subset of

zz'

If Z, is not locally compact then there is a point x Ç. Z,

r¡hich does noù have a compact neighborhood. since [*J and N \ [x]
are corrpletely separated we can choose a closed non-compact neighborhood.

u of x such that u n N is finite and u is conpletely separated

from N \ u ' Therefore u uust be countably compact because case

(i) does not hold. Therefore by CorolLarfr 3.7 , U contains the

required set K.

Now suppose 22 is local]y compact. As X is first countable

each point of zz has a Zr-neighborhood of ca¡rlinaìity less than

or equa-l to St by Lerma 2.3 . If lZrl = S, ¡ wê recursively

choose open sets [Co: cy . *, ] of ca¡rlinalily *, and. points

*o(co suchthat,!"ï =co ard %€co\ Jæ. This

recursi.on can be camied out because I t J C'Y-<cY Yl =nl wnereas

lZrl > X, . By the countable tightness of X and the fact that

Co - Ccv+l we see that U (Co: a < o, ) is closed. The set

[xo: e . ,fi has no complete accu¡aulation point for if
x € oLlrrco then x € co for some o . *l
onl-y countably nany x., ?s" In this case

, arid Co contaj-ns

K would be [1: " . rr]

Now assr¡m.e that lzzl = Rr . If l"1r¡ 22 \ zrl , 1 then

we could find disjoint zero sets of x which are both non-compact

and eontained i-n zz . 0f these two non-compact zero sets at least

one is corrntably compact because case (i) does not hold a¡d by

Coro]-lar¡r 2'7 tiris zero set contains the required. set K o Therefore



let Zr: lxr: a < ulrl

non-compact zero set of

Foreach o.11 , let % bea

contained. in Zz such thab ä { Wo

choose y € n- d Y <cv

L9
the remaining possibi''lity is l"1o* Zt \ Zrl = t " In this case,

v'-

arrd W ç ¡ *r . Clearly o . r, Wo :0 . We 'nriIl showd Y<CY Y

that there cannot be a¡¡ cv < uJ1 such that 
^n Q o Wu : Ø . Let

[pJ="uþ*rr\zz. sínce vQo*r:Ø and p€"1p*n, for

each y , there exists an f € CJÉ(X) such that Ff (p) : O while

Z(f) n 22: Ø . lfe can choose yr€ Zz such that lf(yrr*i) I .

å lf (y") I Therefore [y r n € ur] is Ctå-enbedded in pX but

S, : l"1o.,.Zrl , [c1"-[ y-: n€ o Jl :e", acontradiction.I , Ëif ¿' ' ÞÃ- -n

Hence, for each a ( ur, , VQo Wy I ø . Recursiveþ choose,

for d<üJ. nl- -L . ,cy ' ,t , such that 
y 0" *r, t *rof , " Also

trr t "ro 
. The set [lo, o '*r] does not

have a complete accumtrlation point sj-nce each *o has ¡ \ W¿y

as a neighborhood rnrhich contains only countably nrany I., uu . hie

Iet n : [r^., cv ( or ] ar¡d we have conpleted. th. proof . a
L'

We are now ready to establish our resul-t for absolute

C-F-enbedding of first countable spaces.

2"9 Theoren tCHl Each of the follow'inE topoloeical propertles is

@.

(iii) Cx ¡first countable I a¡ra (iv) CxF tfirqt cogntable I .

\

Proof. It w:iIL suffice to show that if X is a first countable

space r¡hich is not a-l¡rost compact ï¡e ca¡r enbed X into a first

cor¡¡tab1e space as a closed set which is not C*'-embedded, If X

contains two completely separated countable closed discrete sets
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then we can use the construction of rheorem 1.3 to provide a first
countable space in which X is e¡n'oedded as a closed subspace v¡hich

is not cx-e¡nbedded. By Lerma 2.8 the renaining case is that there

are two completery separated sets H and K each of cardinality

Rl and having no complete accumulation point. Let [Lo: ø . ,f]
be an iniexing of the Iirait ordinals less then oj . å,1so let
H:[\ *Zn. o<11 and 1<nculJ arrd

¿
K:[\*2n*l:cv<ürl and n<o] " Si-nce H and K are

d

loca1þ countable vre can assutre that they are indexed. in such a

way fhat for each o. rrrl , [ttr: V < Ào] i.s open in H ar¡d

ff. I V < tr J io a-o- i- Y Lr^.-irr +^*^1 ^-:-^ \r -,,r -- ñ"-A. , -a, is open in K . !'Ie w111 topologize T: tJJ x D(ur) x X

so that ï is first countableo H is not conpletely separated fron

K in Y arrd X j.s a closed topological subspace of T .

We will give o x tll, the product topolory a¡rd it w.iIL be an

open subset of ï , For each d < ,1 we wiIL define a clopen

subset ,o of o x ol such that (i) Co c o x Àø+1

(ii) for each

such that CU n

q and Ê w.ith Ê<ry<or thereisan n<o)

l.l-l-I/ v ( ).' cv+l

n< u¡ suchthat

Let C0 : r, !, [rr,¡ ) x [rJ " Let cy < ot arld suppose for
p < ø we have defined C* satisfying (i)-(iii). If ry : g + I
thenlet C:C l ll [-,");¡[f^+n]. Conditions(i)_(ii:.)d g"0{n<0"''-'--r'-cY

obviously hold. If d is ¿ limit ordinal then let lorrr n'€ oJ

be an i.ncreasing sequence of ordinals converging to cv o lrie defj-ne

co = otr,.rt[n'rl) x t^or,-r+1Àørr+r' n to'J u&'*r[nrro) x [[o+ nJ

It is easy to see that (i) an¿ (ifi) ho1d. Suppose g is such that

(¡n, ,r) * 
^p*, 

) : co n ([nr r) x Àg+r ) ar,¿

ar¡d y not a linit orrlinal implies there is an

[nro)x[v] c c-.



oi-r'9< ryi

2I

" By the ir¡duction assumption there is a¡r ¡¡ < r.o such

that c^ n (lnn r) x À^,, ) : co* ñ ([nr,l) * Àg+t). There is alsop Þ-rr 
r_

a p<ur suchthat ,o. n([prr)*tr,r.*1 ):C^ n([p,,r)xto.+r)
J oj-t þ " 

rfor j < i, Therefore if n : nax(prari) we observe that

tÊ tl ([n, o) x ÀÊ*t ) : co ñ ([nr,r) x 
^u*, 

). Hence cond.ition (il)
holds" To see that co is clopen in o x ,l , note that for any

p<ø+l and n€tu, (rrfp)qÇ becausethereisa v<tr'
such that ([n] x tv, r, ) n Co: Ø .

tr{e can nor+ conti.nue to describe the topolory of y , lrle 1et

X \ (H U K) U" open in Y a¡ld retain its topolory. If U c X

defj-ne ô tobe [y<or: hr€U]. Let h€T-a¡rdlet a be

¿¡e sm¡llest ordinar such that h has an x-neighborhood u ïfith
U s Àø+I n We then choose an open neighborhood base (Ur,, n € o )

of h such that ür, ç u for each n . a neighborhood base for h

in T is [U'U (Cs tl([nrr¡)xû")), n<u¡J. Sinrìlar,Iydefine

neighborhoods for points in Ja, To see that each of the above sets

is open in r we note that each x € u' has an x-nei-ghborhood con-

tained in U' and by condition (ii) in the definit,ion of the Cotr,

x has a corresponding Y-nei.ghborhood contained. in U' U (to 0

( [n, o) * ûrr)). cor¡ditlon (ii) .a"6 imFlies that the above neighbor-

hoods intersect o x uJl in a clopen set, thus ensuring the complete

regularity of r. Also T is obviousry first eountable.

!ùe røirl now show that H and K cannot be separated. i.n T by

dísjoint closed neighborhoods and hence are not conryletely separated

in ï . Indeed, 1ei U arid V be neighborhoods of H a*i K

respectively" For each hy € H there is an oy . , such that
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-\a1
lnrr,Lr ) x lyj c U ¿n¡i sirni]arIy for each kA € K there is an

t] cV. H"r,"lwecanchoose n<uJ

such that for uncountably nany h./ € H, [n, ul) x [vJ c U a¡li

for uncountably nany kâ € K, I*, o) x [g] c V " ït, is easy to
v

check that there is a tro such that (nrÀo) € u n v " This conpletes

the proof because X is not Cx-embedded in Y since H and K are

conpletely separated in X artd X is a closed subset of Y . tr

First countable spaces are of course those spaces in r,¡hich

points have a countable nei.ghborhood baseo One could al-so consider

those spaces in which every point has character K for an arbitrary

cardinal K " This renains an open problem., Another direction, as

i¡ the case of pseudocharacter, is to consider the character of

cl-osed sets. C, ÀuIL h.5J aeflnes Dr to be the class of spaees

in whÍch every closed set has a countable base for its open

neighborhoods. The follow'ing two results are due to AuIL [4.]

2.10 Lema Let I be a Dl-space. The set of non-isolated points

qf Y is eountably compact.

2"IL Lennra Let ï be Dl" Then I is nor"nal-.

We can now prove the foJ-lowing result"

2,!2 Theorem QTIDTL: ClDr L= countable compactness"

Proof" First let f be countabþ courpact ard' O, . Let X be

enbedded in ï where f is Dt ar¡d hence norma-l by Lenna 2oII .

X is closed in T since X is countabþ compact arrd Y is first
countable. Hence X is C*-enbedded in T tCJl o X is also
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C-eÐbedded because it is countably compact hence pseudocompact"

Conversely, suppose X is not countably compact" Let D

be a closed countable discrete subset of X " By Lemma 2.10 we can

choose D to consist of isolated points of X . Therefore D is

clopenin Xu l{eeanconstnrctespace T:X Utpl rsherea

neighborhoodbasefor p i-s ttplU[D\F: F isafinitesubset

of Dl , It is easiþ seen that X is not C*-enbedded in Y and

that closed subsets of Y have countable neighborhood bases, tr

It is not of particular interest in thj-s case to investigate

CFIDI] or C**F[D'] , For if Y is Dt , hence no::n¿-l by Lenrma

2.IL ard X is enbedded as a closed set it is C-eurbedded IGJI o

@[: Countably compact spaces which are D, are also norrnal.

!ü" Ìrieiss [We1 has shown that everT countably compact perfectly

normal space is compact if we assune Martints Axlom plus the

negation of the continuum hypothesis and thus is consistent l.rith

the usua-I axioms of set theory. 0n the other hand, Ostaszewski

lo I const:rrcts a space e , which is perfectly norrral, countably

compact a¡rd not compact. The construction of 0 also requires

special set theoretic assrr.nptions. It is easily shovm that the

product of 0 wittr the one poiat corupactification of the integers

is a countably compact Df space a¡rd has infinite growbh in its

Stone-Cech compactifieation.



Chapter 3

ÅBSOLUTE C-TI,ÍBEDDING OF ffiIRM,íALLY DISCONNECTED SPACES

A space x is erbreraally disconnected if disjoint open

subsets of x have disjoint closures i-n x. Reca'r r that, an

F-space is a space in whi-ch disjoint cozero sets are conpreüeIy

separated and that a basical]y disconnected space is a space in
in which the closures of cozero sets are open, rt is easily shown

that every extrernal]y discorurected space is an F-space, in fact a

basically disconnected space [GJ, rH] . rt is werl known and easy

to prove that a weakly Linderof F-space j-s c*-enbedded in every

F-space in which it is enbedded I CiWl . Therefore it foll_ows that

a weakly Lindelof exLrem¡]]y disconnected space is c*,-enbed.d.ed. in
everT erbrer4ally disconnected space in which it is enbedded. In this
chapter we prove the converse, thus show'ing that gx[sxb¡sna't'ry

disconnectedJ = trweakly Lind.elof o¡. almost compactr . We also

characterize CJ+FIQ] , CIQ] and CFtQI r,vhen a is rrs)<t¡smal.ty

disconnectedn . Our tecfurique of proof is a generatization of a

nethod used by Balcar and Simon tBSl c

ôrJ.L Definltion tGJl

disjoint open sets of

We sha]-l need the following facts.

3"2 Theoren (rH and 6u of tGJl ) The forlowine are equivaLent

for a sÞace X"

/r \(.I/ Å is extremally discqnnected.

(z) .

3) Each dense subspace of x is erbremarly disconnected..

A

ô.

space X is e¡ctrenally disconnected if
have disjoint closures in X.
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(a)

\>)

(6)

Each open subspace of X is exbremally disconnected.

Each dense subspace of X is C*-e¡nbedded in X"

Each open subspace of X is Cr+-enbedded in X"

3"3 Theoren (t0.54 of IWI; tlIl
be arur ¡egu].ar space. Let R(Y) be

; tIFl; tstl ) i.et Y

the Booleen ¡'ìssþ¡a of resular

let S(R(ï

of S(R(Y

naxi:na-l filters of R(Y) a¡rd k: E(I\ - Y is the canonica.l .nap

in T" The space E(T) is ertrene-lly d.isconnected and k is
qontinuous. perfect and irreducible.

A base for the clopen subsets of E(T) is [clr,"rk-[int U]:

U € R(T)J . It can be shown that "lu(r)k tint Ul , for U € R(T) ,
is the set of a]] convergent naxÍ-mal filters of R(T) containing u .

lrle a-lso note that k[c1or.,rk-tint U]l : U . The space E(T) isD\r,,

cal'led the absorute of Y . rt was first investigated for compact

spacee by Gleason iGll .

3.4 Lemma (tO.5O of tWl) å, closed irred.ucible mjrppine of a

Hausdorff space onto an exbrenally disconnected space is a homeomorphism.

Let F be arly index set and let ?.: [Or1] denote the two

point discrete space. We w'iLL be considering the topological space

! w'ith the product topology. If J is a finlte set contained in

F ar¡d Y is a function from J into ? , we wiIL denote
-ï'l-f €t: f=YJ by iYl . Theset tvl isaclopensubsetof

Ïi

t and the set of e'l'l sus¡ sets is a base for the topolory on t o

A space is said to satisfy the countable ehain condi_b:þn, abbreviated
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ccc , if it contains no uncountabre f¡qi}les of painrise disjoint

non-enpty open sets. It is weIL known that ZF is ccc iBSl . We

w'iIL let k d.enote the ca¡ronisal mep from n(eF) onto ?' .

Efimov (tU. ? of tEl) has shown that if X is a¡ ç:cf¡sna'ì]y

discornected space, there exists a discrete space D such that x

can be embedded into ÐD . Let D be the discrete space with

carriine'lÍty equal to that of x and let f be any one to one map

from D onto X o We can then exbend f continuously to a function

9r which naps PD onto Êx " Let, K be a subset of BD such that
^^lpf lr is an irreducible map onto 9x . Le¡nnra 3.4 irnplÍes thaü K is
honeomorphic to PX . In Le¡rna 3.5 r.¡e w'iIL show that this embedding

has a further property which we wiIL require. A subset P of a

space x v¡'iIr be called a þ!. of x if P is compact ard the

intersection of countably nan¡r x-neighborhoods of P is again a

neighborhood of P . Ân equivalent definition of a P-set is that

P is compact ar¡d any disjoint Fo has its closure disJoint fron p,

Ìtle ¡rirl use the notation ttx mod (P)n to represent the quotient

space of X obtained by collapsing F to a point (even if P is

not a P-set).

3"5 Lenma Let X be an e>cbrenta]-ly disconnected spaee and Iet P

be a P-set of BX that is contained in gX \ X , Let D be the

discrete--Þpace with the same cardinality as x . Then_ there exists

an enbedding h: BX - BD and a compact P=set Pt of R!_ such

that Pi n htpxl : tr[p] .

Proof" Let f be any one to one map of

is a continuous map from pD onto BX "

D onto X . Then pf

We can choose a comÞact



subset K of Êp such that gf lr ís a homeomorphj-srn from

Êx (ttr. 3.2(2) and Lemma 3.4), We clairn that (Êr)*lpl is

of Ê¡ and that (0r)-lpl n r : (gf l*)*irl . rndeed, ret

be clopen neighborhoods in pD of (0f )*tpl . Then Êf IÊD \
is enpty for each n o Since P is a P-set of gX,

(e1u¡[çgf¡po\c'l) n P=þ Therefore

(pr)* lclgx U,,grlÊo \ cn] i fl (Êr)- IPI = iô. Atso pÐ \ cn

containedin (Ê¡)*tgftgÐ\ cnll . Hence cr'll Ç (Ontc

is contained in (gr)- [ clgx LlrrÊr I go \ crrì I and therefore

t, Cr, Ís a neighborhood of (pr)- [ p ] . C1early (Êr)* t p I

t ,l . t ,F(9f ¡*,¡ |. P I . I'Ie define h to be (0f ¡*¡ and P? to be
e(pf) [ P ] , a¡:d. the theorem is proved. tr
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K onto

a P-set

(c : n€ u¡)-n

CTNPn'

1s

\l
n"

tl

The crtcial step in the m¡i n result of this chapter is the

foJ-lowing theorem"

3.6 Theorem Let D be a¡ly discrete space. let P be a P-set

of 9D " and let o be any elenent of BD \ (D U P) " Then

pþ mod (P Utel) is homeomorphic to a subspace of e(aF) where

F:[ce D: "h¡cn (pu [qJ):øJô

Proof.
F

x,€ 2'

The set

Ë
Firstweembed D in ¿. Foreach d€0, define

asfollows: foreach C€F¡ x,(C)=f iff deC.
d'

[x,: d € Di is a faithfulty indexed d.iscrete subspace of

Factl: If C cD and (c\oC)n P=Ø then [*¿, d€C]

is C*'-enbedded in { . To prove this, let A a¡rd B be comple-

mentary subsets of C. Without loss of genera'lj.ty q q 
"troU 

o

Hence A€F. Thereforeif welet â:¡f e¿: f(A):1J then
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â isaclopensubsetof eF suchthat A l[xa: d€C]=[xa:d€AJ.

Therefore C is C*'-enbedded in 2u , a¡¡d Fact I i.s verified.

Now we choose a subset Do of D such that ("1g¡Do) n p : ø

a¡d q € "l'ooo . By Fact 1 [*ar d € Ðo] is Cx-ernbedd.ed in ?F c

Recall that k is the canonicar map from g(¿F) onto ?F . For each

d€ Do, choose an element U¿ of I¡ (*d). The set [U¿r d É Do]

is cx'-enbedded in u(eF); to see this note that k is a continuous

map from cl-,^nr[ì.lo : d € Do] onto clrF[xo: d € Do] . The fact¿\É /- o o-

that [xd: d € DoJ is discrete and C*-enbedded in Z' , together

w'ith Le'nrna 3.h t inFly that [U¿ : d € Do] is C*-enbedded in B(eF).

We can therefore find ìr € "lu*u) [U¿r d € DoJ such that

It¿]=aQo."lrgF)[u¿, d€AJ.If C€F rhen o\c€q since

c\oC n (p U [q]):Ø " This implies that for each C €.F ,

[r € eFs f (c) = o] contains k( ìr ) since [r<ç r.r ¡1 = ^l 
cl^r[xo:

/\qq ¿

d€Â] and xo(C):t iff d€C. Therefore k(U) isthe?unction

from F to Z which is identically 0; denote it by g . To

cornplete the enbedding of D in E(aF) ¡ w€ w'iIL now choose, for

each d€D\Do, anuJ-trafi-lter U¿ € t<*(xo). Firstweneed

some notatj.on. Because, as noted. earlier, { satisfies the

countable chain condition, for each U € ìJ , there is a countable

fanily of clopen sets I Yr, ] such that Ur[ Yr, ] is a dense subset

of U. We¡riILlet s(U):g(aonYrr). Foreach 11 , domV'

is a finite subset of F; hence s(U) j-s a countable subset of F.

For each d € D \ Do we wilJ- let 3d : [U € I¿ : C € s(U) inplies

xo(c) = oÌ o

Fact2: If UI ,üZ rooorU' areal'lin õO forsome d€D\Oo

then *¿ € clrF íntrtr 0Ï U, a



Let f be a¡r element of tyl-r^l n tvll n ... n lvnl

d.efine â(c) = r(c) for r { i, a¡,¡d ler â(c) : y (c)

Since (aon Yr) n J t : Ø for each i we conclude that
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To prove Fact 2 r,re first observe that, by the definition of sd , for
each C€ -Ürs(Ur), xo(C):Oo Let tvl beabasic

neighborhoodof xd a¡rdlet dornY:JlU Jz l.¡here

Jri,8, s(ur):Ø and Jz- Urlrs(ur) . Therefore ,vl.lrl
is a neighborhood of g " Notice, also, that U. € U for
i = L, 2, oco¡ n a¡ld therefore g € c'ì rF intrF ?1, U, . Hence

lre can find basic clopen sets [Yi] for i:1, cce¡ n with

Ivi] c ui, aom Y. - s(u.) a¡rd ¡vl;rln tvlln...n tvnl I ø 
:

arrd

for g€J1"

â e tvl n tyil n ... n [yr,]

and Fact 2 is verified.

. Hence x, € ^n-cr cj-r!' i¡¿r¡ fiLi Ui

rt fol-Lows from Fact 2 that J¿ is a filter base in n(aF)

and that xd is an accr:mulation point of sa . Therefore using a
zorn?s lemma argunent we can choose an ultrafj-lter u¿ such that
ìrd contains 3¿ and t( U¿ ) : xd .

Fact3: Forany U€ìr thereisan Aç D suchthat .htA- p

arn Iue E(aF): u€ r¡J=[u¿, d€A].
To prove Fact 3 , Iet U be a¡r element of ìr a¡rd list, s(U) as

[cr,r n€,rJ , Each c' isin F hence ("tgocn)n p:Ø 
o

Let A:D\(ÇC" UDo); then "tgoo contains p, since p

isa P-setof BD a¡rd 
"1goOo 

llp:Þ " Foreach d€A end

n€o, xo(Crr):O whichmea¡rsthat U€Sd . Therefore

tt€ìrd ard u¿€ [rre E(eF): u€ùJ and.Fact3 isverified.

To complete the proof of the theorem, r+e wirl now shor'¡ that



c1o¡2F1 [Ur: d € DJ is homeomorptric to ÊD noa (p U [q]) oþ\3. ,/ u

Fact 4: "lr*t) [L¿ r d € DJ i" homeomorph-i-c to gD mod (P U tq]) o

First we w'il1 show that "þt [x.t d € D J i" homeomorphic to

9Ð ¡no¿ (P U tql) . Let g denote the map whi-ch takes each d € D

n

to *¿ € ?' . Then Pg is a nap from ÊD onto clrF [xo: d € DJ .

ItIe have already seen that 9. is the e-lirn'i¡ 6¡ [*¿r c'€ DJ ; one

can similarly show that, for any p € P, f. is the p-'l imì ! sf

[*at ¿€nJ a"we]] . Alsorforany t€90\(p,..1 tq]), o

is not the t-Ii¡nit of [x¿: a € nJ . To see this, note that for

anysuch t thereexj.stsa c€t suchthat cluocfl (pu[qi):ø

and thus [f € !F: f (C) : lJ is a neigbborhood of the t-li¡rit of

[*¿t d € Di r¡hich does not contain g , These facts together with

Fact 1 inFþ that pg is a map from gD onto cl rF [xO: d € D]

such that Êglp U [q.J] : O a¡rd othenrrise pg is one to one"

Now let us consider the nap k restricted to 
"tu Gt) [Ua t

d € DJ " To complete the proof of Fact 4 it suffices to show that

the preinage of L under klgln(¡F)[U¿: d € D] is a singleton.

Beca]] that ìr ¡vas chosen in "tagt) [U¿ t d € DJ so that

k(ìr):9u Supposethat ìr € clr*F)lìror d€D] .tr¿ VIV
tfe can therefore choose U € U sucb that U { t, . By Fact 3

thereisan ÀcD suchthat gIBDATP a¡d [rr:e n(¿F):

U€ìxJ: [U¿r d€AJ" A.J-sosince ìr isthe q-Iinitof

[Ua, ¿€oJ and IUe e(aF): U€ìr:j isaclopenneighborhood

of ìJ we can assume A € q " Therefore k( lJ ) is a¡¡ elernent of

cirF [x¿: d € D \ A] and. since D \ A € F we observe that

t( r.r ) I g " Therefore pD urod (p U [q] ) iu emb,edd.ed in E(eF) o
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This verifi.es Fact 4 , and concludes the proof of the theorern. tr

We are now ready to state our absolute C-ernbedding theorem for
this chapter.

3.7 Theorem

(i)

(ü) ç

elmost compacttr .

Proof " As al-¡eady noted in the introduction to th:is chapter a lreakþ

Lindelof subspace of an exbrenally disconnected. space is Cx-enbedde¿.

Hence to prove (i) it suffices to show that if X is an exbremally

disconnected space r.¡hich is neither weakly I-tirrdelof nor a'ìmost compact

then 'r,here is a¡r erbrernally disconnected. space T such that x can

be enbedded in T as a closed non-c*-eubedded. subspace of r o Let

x be such a space. Let e be a cover of x by cropen sets so that

no countable subcorlection of c has dense union. Define p c gx

to be n [ÊX \ clp"[ U el : e is a countable subcollection of Cj .

One can check that P is a P-set of pX a¡:d. that p - ÊX \ X .

By Lema 3.5 we can emhed pX into ÊD , for su:ltable D , so

that P is the restriction to BX of a P-set, ¡rr , of pD 
"

Arso, since x is not aLmost compact, either P contains more

tha¡r one element of pX or there is a q € pX \ (X U p) , hle

now obsenre that by Theoren 3,6 we can regarri pD noa (fo U [q])
as being a subspace of n(eF) for a sultable F . Let ï be the

space E(a") \ (cLrrF., x \ x) , since (ct,- {) \ x--\!)- \-/ pumod(pU[q]) 4

is nowhere dense ín gD nod (p' U tql ) r ês

can contain no isolated points, lre see that T

("foo *oa (p, U IoJ>")\ t
is d.ense in n(eF) c
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Therefore by Theoren 3"2 (3) , T is exbrenally disconnected and

Theorem 3"2 (il Ímplies Y is C;--enbed.ded in E(¿F) " The

cazdinality of P U tql is greater tha¡r one hence X is not C*-

enbedd.ed in g(eF) . Therefore X i-s a closed non-Cx-ernbedded

subspace of ï .

To obtain (ii) r,¡e need on]-y consider an e>ctremally disconnected

space x r,¡hich is not pseudocompact. rt is easiþ seen that lre ca¡r

embed 9X into the unlfo¡rn ultrafilters of BD for some uncountable

discretespace D" Welet T:ÊD\(pX\X). Then X isa
closed subspace of T but it is not C-enbedded since Y is
pseudocompact. E

Remark. ïn Theorem 3.7 the al-rnost compactness condition is onty

necessarlr if there a.re measurable cardinals. This is because ar¡

aJ-u.ost compact exbrenally disconnected space of non-.measurable

cardinality is weakly l;indelof" Tö see this we note that a¡r exLrem-

alþ disconnected space X l¡hich is not weakly Li¡delof has a P-set

in its grorrbh. If, in addition, X is aL¡aost compact, this P-set

is a singleton, hence a P-point. fsbell has shown that a¡r exbrernally

disconnected space of non-*easurable ca¡dinality has no non-isolated

P-points (::x of [GJ], tlsl ) o



Chapter {
BASICALLY DISCONNECTÐ SPACES AND F-SPAC6

Throughout this chapter we w1l-l let FS denote the class of

F-spaces, PS ,¡¡il-I denote the class of P-spaces and BD r,rirl denote

the class of basic.ei'ly disconnected spaces. r¡{e wish to find charact_

erizations of çx[FS] and CIIBD]. Partial resul-ts to this end were

found by C. ÀuIl larl wfro shows that the Lindelof P-spaces are

preciseþ those t,hat are cx-embedded in a¡ry F-space in which they are

enbedded; i.e" Cr+[PS, FS] : Lindelof . Au1l also shows that a

F-space is Clt-ernbedded in every basical-þ disconnected space in which

it is densely embedded iff it is afmost Lindel-of . A space is al-rnost

Lindelof if given two disjoint zero sets of the space at least one is
Lir¡delof

rn this chapter we define a covering property and carl it the

P-cover propertv. we then show that x € c-)ÉtFsl iff x either has

the P-cover property or is almost compact. Because of the sirnilarity

of the techniques and the dependence on previous results we also deal-

with basica]_ly disconnected spaces in this chapter. We are not abl-e

to characterize c--[BD] but we are able to obtain sone new partial

results. In l+.I3 we define a property calIed a}nost weakly Linôelof.

l'le prove that for a basical-ly disconnected space to be C'x-e¡obedded

in every basicalþ disconnected space in which it is enbedded then it
must be alnost weakly Lindelof. We give exa.uples to show that the

converse i-s not true. These exarnples al-so lead to the result that

Ci+[PS, BD] equals Lindelof, thus removing the restriction of d^ense

embedding in AuILts result. hle a.l-so show that C-F[BD, FS] : weakly

Lindelof"
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F-spaces were introduced in L956 by GiJ_lman ar¡d Hen¡iksen IGHI ,

The original definition of an F-space x is that every finltely
generated ideal of c(x) is principar. The forlow-ing result gives

equivalent characterizatj-ons which are more useful- in the topological

setting"

4.1 Theorem. (tGJl ,l-4.25) The following are equivaLent

1) X is an F-space

2) ÊX is an F-space

3) disioint cozero subsets of x are compl-etery separated

Ð cozero subsets of X are C+ê-embedded.

5) d.isjoint cozero subsets of BX have dis.ioint closures.

4"2 Definition, An open cover C

each U < C is a proper subset of

unions and for each U € C there is

X \ V are completely separated in

that X has the P-cover property if

of X is called a P-cover if
X, C i-s closed, under countable

a V in C such that U and

X. For convenience we wiIL say

there are no P-covers of X.

It is i-mnediate from the definition that a weakly Lindelof

space has the P-cover property. In this chapter we lril-l fi.nd

nar¡r similarities between weakly Lindelof F-spaces arxi F-spaces

with the P-cover property. But in the nexb chapter we w'iIL al-so

point out some differences. In particular we w'iIL give an exa:npl-e

of an F-space which has the P-cover property but which is not

weakly Lindel-of .

Reea'l I that a subset Â

is compact ard any cozero set

is ca'l'l ed a P-set of X if A

disjoint frora A is completely

ofX

ofX
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separated from A in X. The follor,ring result motivates the use of

the tert r?P-coverrt 
n

4"3 Lemm¡. There exists a P-set of gX contained in BX \ X

iff X hasaP-cover.

Proof. Let A be a P-set of pX which is contained in gX \ X"

Let C: [C n X : C is a cozero subset of ÊX and Cî, A,:qJ].
l{e will show that e is a P-cover of x. rt is irnrnediate that c

is closed under countable un-ions. Also if C n X € C then

c\x(CnX)nP:Ø so CnX isapropersubsetof X. If
U n X € C then A atd U are completel-y separated by the definition

of P-set. Hence there is a zero set Z of pX eontaining A such

that U and Z are completety separated in ÊX. Let V : ÊX \ Z ;
then VnX€C, and UnX iseompletelyseparatedfrom X\V
since X\V=Z)K. Therefore C isap-coverof X. Therefore

x does not have the P-eover property, For the converse, assurae c

i-saP-coverof X. Define A tobe nIc]--(X\C): C€CJ- F{X

t¡üe will show that A is the required P-set. A is non-empty and

compact since C j-s closed under finite unions and therefore

I c1*(X \ C): C € CJ is closed under finite intersections. AJ.so

A is contained in ÊX \ X since C is a cover of X" Let U be

a cozero subset of ÊX such that U n l,:Ø. Then U is Lindelof

and n["hx(X\ C): C € Cj n U :Ø. Therefore there is a C€ C

such that chx(x\ c) n IJ =Ø because e is closed. under countabre

unions. Also, since C is a P-cover, there is a V in e such

that C and f \ V are completely separated" This implies that

U and A are completely separated because A is contained in
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elgx(X \ V) and U is contained in "hxc. 
o

For the remainder of this chapter x wil-1 be assumed to be

an F-space"

4.1+ Lenma. (i) rf p is a p-set of gx and c is a cozero

subset of Fx the (clu*c) ñ p is arso a p-set of Êx if it
is not emntv.

(ii) If C is a cozero subset of X and p is a p-set of

5!¡yC then P is a P-set, of ÊX.

Proof. (i) Let P be a p-set of px and Iet c be a cozero

subset of Êx. Let ¿ : (c\*c) n p. suppose that !{ is a cozero

subset of px such that Id n A = Ø. Let us first consider !r n c.
As hinC isasubsetof C, hrnCnplØ iff hrncnAlØ.
Therefore w n c is a cozero sei which does not neet p. Hence

thereisazero-set z containing lrlnc v¡ith z and p coropretely

separated in ÊX" Now since Z contains I^I n C, we observe that
1{ \ z and c are conpletely separated as px is an F-space. Now,

W is contained in (W n C) U (W \ Z) and both these sets are

conpletely separated from Â. Therefore lrl is courpletery separated

from A and we have shown that A is a p-set of gX"

(ii) Let c be a cozero subset of x arid ]et p be a p-set

of crp¡c. Let lrl be a cozero subset of gx such that ÏÙn p =Ø.
since P is a P-set of cþxc, w fl c and p are completely

separated in "hxc" They are also completel-y separated in gx

because cfu¡c is cx-enbedded in px" Therefore we can find a

zero-set z of PX containing wn c which is completely separated

from P in FX. Again we consi_der tù \ Z. Since (W \ Z) n X
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and C are disjoint cozero subsets of X, they are conpletely

separated in 9x. Therefore l,I is compretely separated from p

in PX and we have showed that P is a P-set of gX. tr

Cozero subsets of a weakly Lindelof space are al-so weakly

Lindelof and we find the analagous statement is true for the P-cover

property in F-spaces.

4"5 Lemna.

of X has the P-cover propertyc

Proof. Let C be a cozero subset of X and suppose that C d.oes

not have the P-cover property. Then, by Lenma 4.3, there is a p-set

of gC contai-ned. in 9C \ C. Since X is an F-space, C is
c*-enbedded in px. Hence we can suppose there is a P-set p of

cf..,,C contained in c1o,.C \ C. By Lenma 4.4(ii), p is a p-setÞn gx

of gx. To achieve a contradiction to the fact that x has the

P-cover property we wiIL show that there is a P-set of Bx contained.

in ÊX \ X; and Lenu¡a 4.3 woul-d. inply that X does not have the

P-cover property. Let f € C-x'(X) be such that C : coz(f) ani

for each x € X, f(x) € [Orf] . For each n > 1, let C' denote
?1

Pf I(ir1ll. Then C., is a cozero subset of gX" If for each

n ) 1, Cnì P :þ then U, C' would be a cozero subset of BX

disjoint fron P; but since "h* U' cr, = "lpxc this would mean

that cl-..C is disjoint from P. Therefore for some n ) 1r
ÞÀ

cnÀPlØ"

Let P' : .þxc' n P; by Lenma 4.4(i), P' is a p-set of

9X" We can now show that P' is contained i-n gX \ X" Note that
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if x€X\C then Bf(x):O butif e€ctgxCr then Êf(x)rI/n"
So if x€ P' ll X then Êf(x) > L/n but since p' c chxg \ C,

x { c and so Êf (x) : o. Therefore p' E gx \ x and this contra.dicts

the fact that X has the P-cover property. E

It is weÏl known that if A and B are d.i-sjoint weakly Lindelof

subsets of an F-space X such that Ã'n g : A íl ñ':f then A and

B are completely separated in x. (confort, Hindnå.n and Negrepontis

essentially showed this in IcH¡¡1, Theorem 1.4). The nexf three

results wlll show the analogous statement is tn:e for subsets with

the P-cover property"

4.6 Lemma. Let A be anv lvchonoff space and. suppose that A is
denselv embedded in a compact space K" rf p is a p-set of K

Proof. Let A be densery embedded. in a compact space K. Then we

ca¡r consider the enbedding e as a rnap from A into K and e:cfend.

the map continuousry to 9e : 9A - K. Note that pe[p,q] - K because

A is dense in K. Let p' : g;tpl . Then p' is a p-sei of gA:

for if Fn is a closed subset of 9À for each n such that,

Fr, 0 P' :Ø then ge[FrrJ is a closed subset of K which ¡nisses p.

Hence UrrÊe[Frrl is an % which is disjoint from the P-set p,

By the definition of a P-set we knoru that c\(Ur, gelFn] ) n p:Ø.

Therefore pfic\(q ÊeiFrrl ) n þ{ (Ð :Ø" Hence (crg#,rF,r) n p'

is eropty, and we have shown that P' is a P-set of gA. Furthermore

Pr is disjoint from l( because e is a homeomorphisrn on x (6.t1

of tGJl ). Therefore by Lem¡na 4.4 X does not have the P-cover

property. Et
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l+"7 Proposition. Suppose X is densely embedded in an F-soace T"

If C is a cozero subset of X with the P-cover propertv a¡d U

is a cozero subset of Y wilh Ufl C:Ø. then C and U are

completely separated in ï.

Proof. Let K: cl'yO and let P : (cIUrU) n K. Since Y is an

F-space it is not difficult to see that "h"U is a P-set of gT.

Let V be a cozero subset of K. Then V is an % of gT which

is disjoint from cl'yu. Therefore cr'yv is disjoint from cluyu r

hence (c{) î, K : Ø. Therefore P is a P-set of K.

We nor+ observe that

disjoint cozero sets of X

particular Pn C:Ø arid

P must be enpty because

U is completely separated

cl'yUn c=Ø since U nX

and because X i-s dense

therefore Pc clÊyC\ C.

and C are

in
Rrr

H Y lñv ¡a ¿¡¡

Le¡¡ma 4.6

Therefore

completely

P is empty.

so to show

and appþ

cL -A v¡hich
p .i\

K isa

C has the P-cover properLy.

from C in Y. tr

We can norlr prove the foJ-low'ing result which genera'l i zes a

similar statement for weakly Lindelof subsets of F-spaces.

4"8 Theorem. Let A and B be subsets of an F-space X such that

A and B have the P-cover properbv and. [ñ B:Añ F:Ø. Then

4 and B are co¡rpletely separated in X"

Proof " Let P : cf *A ll "å"8. Since A and B are

P I Ø, it suffices to show that

and B j¡nplythat Pn L:Ø,

show that P is a P-set of cL--Àpx

end let U be a cozero subset of

If we 1et K: cL.,(lU B) thsr
A^ -

separated in X iff

The assumptions on A

that P :Ø we ¡^riIL

Lenrma l+"6 " To this

is disjoint from Po
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compact F-space. Since U is Lindelof and U n cl-ryB : Ø we can

find a cozero subset u? of K which contains u and such that

Ut n :J.U*B : Ø" It is easy to see that Pr = cf*Ur fl cI*B is a

P-set of "t*o. Also (cl*ut) rl e : cJ-*(ur ñ (¡ u e)) fl B :

cç(Ut n Â) n B :Ø since (c:*n) n B :Ø. Applf:-ne Lenna U"6

to the P-set Pt of c\e we see that clKU? n c!*B : þ ar¡d

therefore ("kUt) a e :9" This shows that p is a p-set of

c\a .and hence must be enpty. Therefore A and B are completely

separated in X. tr

We can now characterize C-X.[FS] .

4-9 Theorem. x € c-x'[Fs] iff either x has the p-cover ÐroDerr.v

Proof. Assume that x is a¡r F-space irith the P-cover property

and that x is enbedded in an F-space Y. we wish to show that

X is Cì+-embedded. It suffices to show that disjoint cozero subsets

of x are completely separated in r. since x is an F-space and

has the P-cover property, if A and B are disjoint cozero subsets

of X then(clrA)ne:Ø and An c!"8=Ø, and A and B have

the P-cover property by Lemma l+"5 . Therefore by Theorem 4.8 A

and B are completely separated in I" If X is in addition

pseudocompact then X is C-e¡nbedded in Y as weIL.

For the converse we must assr:me that X is not al¡rost compact

a¡rd does not have the P-eover property" By Lenna l+.3 there is a

P-set A of X contained in ÊX \ X. We first suppose that A

C IFSJ
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is a singleton; say A: [p]. Since X is not almost compact,

we can choose a point, q of gX \ X such that q I p" Let y

be the quotient space of gX fo¡¡red by collapsing [prq] to a

point and let g: px - Y be the quotient map. crearly x is not

c*-en,bedded in Y via g but it is denseÌy e¡nbedded. rt remalns

to show that Y is an F-space. Let c a¡rd B be preirnages of

disjoint cozero subsets of y. rf g(clrxc) n e(cle)p) I Ø then

p € c\x0 and q € "18*t, or vice versa. Asst¡me without loss of

generality that the former is the case. since 
"tp*a n crr*B :Ø,

q Ë clo-.c and therefore p F c because c is the furl preimage' Þl!

of a cozero set of T. But since p is a p-point of ÊX, p ç clr*C"

Therefore S(c\r.C) n g(c1" -B) 
:Ø a^nd T is an F-space.

P^ tJÃ

rf I A I t 1 then we consider T to be the quotient space of

px obta-ined by collapsing A to a point and we ret g: gx - T be

the quotient map" Again let c and B be preimages of d.isjoint

cozero subsets of r. lrle notiee that in this case if s(cl,^.,c) n
ÞÀ

g(clo *B)lØ then (clo,.C) r-ì A I Ø a¡ø ("L_B) n 
^f Ø. But ft isÞ^ ,Él( 

Ê X

clear that at least one of c or B mrst be disjoint fron A and

hence has disjoint crosure from A as A is a p-set. Therefore T

is an F-space and X is enbedded but not C-x.-embedded in y.

We have finished showing that X € çx¡FSl iff either X has

'r,he P-cover properby or x is almesf compact" rt is cl-ear that if
X is C-enrbedded in ÊX then X urrst be pseudocompact so that

X € CtfSl iff either X is pseudocompact and has the p-cover

properby or X is al-m.ost compact. E

In or-der to consider ernbeddings as closed sets we w"iIL first
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prove the following lemna which wirl atso be useful for basicat]y

disconnected spaces. Th-is constmction follows c]-ose1y a construc-

tion given by AuII [Aq].

4.f0 Le¡cma. SuÞpose there is a space T such that X is embedded.

C.*-embedded in S.

Proof. Let P be a space of cardinarity I gyl * such that arl points

of P except one (ca1l it p) are isolated, and a neighborhood base

at p is [Ac P: p € A and [p\ ll = lpr[]. It is easiþ shown

that F is a P-space and by a result of Negrepontis [N1], p x py

is a (an) þ¿sis¡lly disconnected space (f-space). Let S be

(pxpv)\ ([pJ * ("\f \x)). The set lpJ xx isthenaclosed.

subset of s which is homeomorphic to x" Let us show that s i-s

c*'-enbedded in p x 9y. Let r € c'^-(s). For each y € gr \ (cruE\x),
there is a neighborhood u, of p such that f is constant on (A, \
[p]h[y]" A straightfo:s.¡a¡d cardinality argunent shor+s that there

exists a neighborhood A of p such that for each y € Êy, f
is constant on (A \ tpJ) x [yJ. Therefore f can be e:cLended.

continuousþ to P x gT by defining f((pry)) to ue f((ary)) for
ar\y a€A\tpl and ye. crpyx\x. since s isdensea¡rdc-x--erabed.ded

in P x ÊY , Ês: g(P x pY)" Therefore s ntrst be a (an) basicarly

disconnected space (n-space). À1so Ipj x x is not crs-enbed.ded. in
s because [pJ x x is not cà"-enbedd.ed. in p x gy. This conpretes

the proofo u
. ..:

"i.i

\'
l:r':.-:;'.: lj

Ji.:

but not Cx'-ernbeddeC

(F-space) then there is a (an) basicarly diggonnected space (F-space)

S such tþat X is erobedded as a cl_osed subset of S but

,"
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4"11 CorolJ.ary" X € CJI'FIFS] iff X has the P-eover proÞerty or

has the P-cover propertv or X is al:nost compact.

Proof . This follows from Theorem t+.9 and Lema À.IO .

We wiIL now turn our attention to basically disconnected. spaces.

RecaIL that a basica'ì]y disconnected space is a space in which the

closure of every cozero set is open. A P-space is a space in which

every zero set is open; obviousþ each P-space is a basical'ty

disconnected space ( IC.iì , 4K.7)

We begin by considering enbeddings of basically disconnected

spaces into F-spaces.

l$"12 Theorem. C*'

tI" CtBD" FS

qr almost comÞact tt.

Proof. First observe that a basically disconnected space is a¡r

F-space and that if X is basically disconnected then ÊX is
basically disconnected (6M.1 of tC.ll). Therefore, by U.g and 4.11,

it suffices to show that a basically disconnected space rrrith the

P-cover property is weakþ Lindelof . Let X be basica'l]y disconnected.

and let e be a cover of x which has no countable subcover. Let

ìJ be the open cover of X consisting of countabl-e unions of elements

of C and their closures. Since X is þ¿sisal'ly disconnected. the

closures of cozero sets are clopen so it is easy to see that ìJ is
a P-cover of X. If X has the P-cover properfy then not every



element of ìJ is proper hence there

C whose union is dense. Therefore

completes the proofo E

4l+

countable subcollection of

weakly Lindelof and this

JÐ C!

Xis

4"!3 Definition" A space x is alnost weakly Lindelof if given

two disjoint cozero sets at reast one is weakly Linderof.

we prove the following necessary condition for a basically

disconnected space to be ClÊ-ernbedded in every basically d,isconnected

space j.n which it is enbedded.

l+"U Theorem.

Proof. Let x be a basically disconnected space which is not

almost weakly Lindelof. Let A and B be disjoint cozero subsets

of x neither of which is weakly Li¡rdelof. As shown in the proof

of 4.U , A and B do not have the P-cover property. Hence by

Lemp 4.3 there are P-sets of gX, P and Q, contained, in
(c\*A) \ A and (cl^-.n) 1 n respectively. Let y be the quotientp¿\ pJt

space gX nod (p U a) as defined in Chapter 3. lrle r+il-I show that

ï is basica'lly disconnected and therefore x is enbedded., but not

Cx-embedded, in I. This w'iIL show that X f g-x[BDì .

Let c be a cozero subset of r and ret f be the quotient

nap of ÊX onto T. Since pX is basically disconnected,

c;*ítCl is a clopen subset of ÊX. AIso if cj^.,f tCl meetsÞÃ tsx

either P or a then ftCl r PU Q since p and a åre p-sers.

._Therefore cl=*f lcl is a clopen subset of px which contains

P u Q or else misses it entirery. Hence ftcr...f tcl I = cf.,c is
lJ..\ I
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clopen in T. Thi.s conpletes Èhe proof. tr

unforbunately, as the folLor,ring exa.r:opre irlustrates, if x is
al-:aost weakly Lindelof x need not be a¡ element of cx[gp]"

l+.I5 Exanple" Let A be (o, + f) \ (i, U [rr]) where ,2 r I
has the o¡d.er topolory and t is the set of 'timi! orllinals which

are in the closure of a countable set. The space A is basicalJy

disconnected, in fact a F-space (9.L of tGJl ), and. u2 is a p-point

of PA. Let X be the free union of A i,rith the countable di-screte

space N. This space is al-u.ost weakþ Lindelof but we w'ilL construct

a basical'lr disconnected space in which it is e¡abedded but not c-F-

enbedded" Let q be any point of gN \ N. Then (n U [or]) x
(UU [q]) : Y is a basicatly di-sconnected. space [NI] . AIso,

(A * [qj) U ([,rr] x t't) i-s homeomorphic to X and embedded. in y.

The sets A * [q] and [or] x N are not compreteþ separated. in
ï so this copy of X is not C^*-embedded in T.

rn fact the prerrious exêJnple suggests the forlowing theorem.

4"16 Theorem. A.P-space X € C*[pS. BD] iff X is Lind.eLof .

Proof. Suppose X is a P-space which is not Lindelof. Then X

is infinite a¡d therefore not pseudocompact (l,S"z of [GJ] ). This

also means that X is not al-most compact. Si.nce X is a P-space,

zero sets are clopen so let A and B be complementary clopen

subsets of x neither of which is compact. As x is not Lind.elof

we can assume that A is not Lindelof. since cozero subsets of

P-spaces are also clopen a non-Lindelof P-space a"tso fairs to be

weakly Lindelof. Therefore there is a P-set P of gA contained
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in gA \ A. If we let f be the quotient space of A U P obtalned

by eollapsing P to a point then Y is also a P-space. Since B

is not compact we can choose q € pB \ B. The space Y x pB is
basicalþ disconnected and (l x [q]) U (tp] x B) is homeomorphic

to X but it is not Cx--embedded in T x 38. E

lrie leave the characterization of Cj+[BD] as an open question.

This probl-em seems especially difficult because of the lack of

constnrctions of enbeddings of basicalþ disconnected spaces into

other basica[y discon:nected spaces. For instance to solve this

problem it is necessarJr to be able to embed a basical1y disconnected

space X into another basicaJ-ly discon¡rected space Y so that X

is not a P-set in Y" The author does not know of a procedure for

doing this for an arbitrary basicaJ.ly disconnected space.



Chapter I
Ð(AMPT.ES OF F-SPACES AI{D THE P-COVffi, PROPM,TY

rn this chapter r¡Je exartrine some generaÌ properties of F-spaces

and a¡rswer some questions raised in [c]ilül " An F?-sÞace is d.efined

to be a Tychonoff space in which disjoint cozero sets have disjoint
closures. clearly every F-space is an Fr-space ar:d every normal

Fr-space is an F-space. However there are Fi-spaces which are not

F-spaces' I,{e shor+ that, each weakly Lindelof F?-space is an F-space.

we also obtain new eriteria for deciding when the product of ar¡

F-space w'ith a P-space is an F-space. rn particular we obtaln a

characterization of those F-spaces whose product with every space

from a cerbain class of P-spaces is an F-spaee. This characterization

turns out to be very useful in constructing counterexa.mpres to nany

conJectures coneernlng subspaces of F-spaces. For instance, Fine

and Girinan [FG] have shown that cH impries that each open subset

of an F-space of w'ight c is again an F-space. rn j.23, r+e const-

ruct an example of a¡r F-space of weight 'lùL v¡hich has an open

subset which is not an F-space. In [CfiN], the authors ask whether

there is a F-space x a¡rd an F-space y such that x x T is an

Fr-space but not a-n F-space. Hindnan tH1ì ansr,rers this question

in the affirnative; hov¡ever we provide, in 5.10, an exanple in
t¡hich the F-space Y is, J.n addit,ion, Iocally compact. In the

remainder of the chapter we give exa.u,ples to contrast the p-cover

property for F-spaces w'ith the property of being weakly Lindelof.

rn addition to the above mentioned exarnples we constn¡ct the

folIowing exanpres. rn 5.r9 we give an exaraple of an F-space, y,
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w'ith the P-cover property which fails to be weakly Lindelof . I'Ie then,

in 5"2O, point out that there is a P-space, X, whose prod.uct with

the above space is not an F-space, and that X x Y is not C-x-embedded

in X x 9ï" In 5,21 we constnrct an Ft-space which has the P-cover

property but is not an F-space, In 5"22 we provide an exanple of

an F-space which has a subspace with the P-cover properby r.¡hich fails

to be an F-space" In 5.27 we constrrrct a¡r exa,nple of a¡r F-space

which is not weakly Lindelof but every regular closed subset of which

has the P-cover property. Our final exanple in 5.3I shows that the

condition on an F-space Y which we obtain in 5.28 is not sufficient

to ensure that X x ï is an F-space for each P-space X.

As was remarked above an Fr-space is a Tychonoff space such that

disjoint cozero subsets have disjoint closures iCm¡l " Since a

Lindelof regular space is normal a¡rd a normal. Fr-space is a¡ F-space

we observe that a Lindelof Ft-space is therefore an F-space. A1so,

it is easily shovm that even a ccc Fr-space is a¡r F-space. Hence it

is natural to conjecture the follor+ing result; this conjecture

appears in [CHN].

5,1 Theorem. A weakly Lindelof Fl-space is an F-space.

Proof. Let X be a weakly Lindelof F1-space. The case in which X

is, in addition, zerodi:nensj-onal is rn¡ch easier to prove and gives

ar¡ j.ndication of the general proof. For this reason, we give a

separate proof for the case in which X is a zero-dimensional lreakly

Lindelof F?-space. Let CO and CI be disjoint cozero subsets of

X. Since X i.s an F?-space, % n t} :Ø ; we mrst show that they
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are completely separated in x. Let c be a cover of x consisting

of clopen sets which intersect at most one of co a¡d cr. we ca¡r

choose a countable subcolleetion of e whose un-ion is dense (because

x is weakly Lindel-of ). Let [Arr: n € o] be the sets in the sub-

coll-ection which do not intersect cl a¡¡d ret [urr: n € o] be the

re'naining sets. Vüe ncn¡ observe that A : Ç€ ,(Ar, \ ':'.., Bj) and

B : Ç€ r(Br, \ != "A¡) 
are disjoint cozero sets since each

A \ I I o --j D \ | | 
^^tt t tJ< nÞj ano of \ Y= toj

that, IuE-x [nñ':ø)ut

Therefore .{ is cl-open and we

dimensional F-space,

are disjoint clopen sets. Also note

a¡rd that CO = f êrd C.., = F .

have shown that X i, " ltrongly zero-

In the case when X is not zero-'d,i-mensionaL we wish to construct

a continuous function which separates a pai-r of disjoint cozero se!s.

ÏIe constn¡ct this function in a manner very simil¿¡. to that used. in
urysohnts proof that a regular Linderof space is norual. Let co and

cl be disjoint cozero subsets of x. For each x € x choose a zero

set neighborhood z* of x a¡rd a cozero set c* rvhich contains zx

and is disjoint from either co or cl. The corlection [intz*:
x € xJ is an open cover of x ar¡d therefore there is a countable

subcollection whose un-ion is dense. Let [6: n € ,l] be the subscripts

of those sets in this subcollection such that c*r, I cr: Ø a¡¡d tet

[frr: n ( ,r] be the remaining ind.ices. Note that ,"n n Crl I tor
each n ( ,¡ hence t"r, n CO : Ø for each n. r¡Je then let R(lrt) :

4.* (r*n \ Uj.r,zy¡) and B(rr1) :Ur,.* (crr, \ Lj 
= rz*r). The

sets Â(1r1) ar,d g(l-rr) are cozero sets since t*r, \ Uj. ,, t"J and
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n \ I | 7. are al]. cozero sets. Also A(Ir1) U B(1r1) is dense"Y., t "j < tt "xi
ard we have the following relations:
/: \ ã-- n ïiffil : ø a¡d theref ore il = itt ffil\a/ uO i I lJ\J-, L) - 9 arlu t/r¡er-e- -- - -u

(ii) hnA6Ð =Ø a¡rd.thererore {=t"tËGÏ).

lte then recursiveþ define A(i'n) and B(irn) for n > 1

and o < i < 2n as follows. Both n(zrf) a¡rd B(0rI) equal X,

l(Ort) : CO aJrd g(Zrf) : CI. Suppose we have already defined

¡(irx) a¡rd B(irk) for k<n and o<i<2k suchthat

(i) if i: 2j and k > I then A(i'k) : A(irk-I) and e(irk) :

B( j,k-1)

(ii) GlnB@[):Ø a¡d. BEk)rA@[):Ø ror i<2K

and k

and (iii) x:m;Ë)
Fron conditions (ii)

tffi) c int EG.+r,k)

l¡¡

U B,G)
and (iii) we can also conclude that

for i<2kand B6k) ç int BG-Fr"k)

For each i < zrL define A(2irrr+-1) : A(i'n) a¡rd B(2irn+J.) :

B(irn). We then eonst¡rrct A(2i+Irrd-I) a¡d e(Zi+trn+t) exactþ

as we constmcted. A(1rI) a¡rd B(111) Ìrith A(2irrÉ1) substifuted

for CO and B(2irn+l) substituted for Cl . This conpletes the

recursion"

For x€X, define f(x):itr¡¡ i/znz xe ffi)J. Toshow

that f is continuous we aote that the farully [¡.(irn): 1 < n <0r

a¡d. O < i < 2nl saiisfies the defining conditions given in [JMì,

of a @ . In [fi,f] it is shown that f is continuous.

Hence Co ê¡d cI are completeþ separated. This completes the
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proof. tr

As was renarked in the last chapter, F-spaces w'ith the P-cover

property share nany of the properbies possessed by weakþ Lindel-of

F-spaces. rt would be i-nteresting to know if a¡ Fr-space which has

the P-cover properfy is also an F-space. l,Ie would also like to
contrast weakþ Lindelof F-spaces with F-spaces w'ith the P-cover

property by finding var-ious properties of weakþ Lindelof F-spaces

which F-spaces w'ith the P-cover proper.by need not possess. In orrler

to carry out this investigation we require some facts about prod.ucts

of F-spaces a¡d P-spaces.

we are interested in knor,ring when a product of two spaces can be

an F-space. In ].?60 Curbis [Cu] proved the following result.

This result is also shown in [C¡WJ.

5"2 Propositi-on" If X x T is an Fr-space then both X ar:d Y

are Ft-spaces and at least one is a P-spaceo E

If we assr¡ne that X is a P-space, we need furbher conditions

on T for X x I to be a^n F-space. ln [Cmt] Confort, HirdrÊârr a¡d

Negrepontis obtain a characterization of those F?-spaces Y such

that X x T is an F?-space for each P-space X. In o¡rier that

X x T be an F-space i! mrst al-so be an Fr-space so v¡e include this

characterization and the following definition.

5"3 Definition. iCmVl The space Y is CLffi (countably 1ocalþ

weakly Lindelof) if for each countable collection [b'J of open

covers of ï and for each y in T there exist a neighborhood U
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of y a.rd (for each n) a countable subfaln:iþ k of ì¡ with

u c c\(U u,r),

5.4 Theorem. Iciû'ül rn order that x x T be an Fr-space for each

r¡hi-ch is CLIfL o El

we intend to consinrct some erca.urples of spaces a¡¡d. use the

above characterization to deduce some of t,heir properties. For ou¡

purposes we will always use FÎ-spaces which are local'ly compact" It
is a si.nple obserrration tha"" a local-ly conrpact space is CLtrrlL. An

interesti-ng a¡d usefuL coroltary to the preuious theorem is the

foJ-lowÍng result for basically discorurected spacesø

5"5 Corollary. [CfU] In orrler that X x T- be basically diseonnected

for each P-space X. it is necessary a¡rd sufficient that Y be a

basically d.isconnecþed space v¡hich is CLl,tL. tr

suppose that T is an F-space which is c],lfL ar:d x is a p-space.

rt is natural to ask whether x x T j-s also an F-space ald, in fact,

this question i-s asked in [cHN] . rn [Hr], Hj¡dna¡r gives an exampre

of an F-space Y r.¡h5.ch is CT.lfL a¡rd a P-space X such that X x T

is not an F-space, thus answering the above question in the negative.

Ifindnan aJ.so gives a neÎ¡ sufficient condition on an F-space T so

that X x T is a¡r F-space for each P-space Xo lrle are able to

obtain a characterj-zation of those F-spaces whose product r,rith aly

space from a restricted class of P-spaces is again an F-space. This

result then prorrides a nel.r necessa.ry cordition on an F-space T so
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that x x T is a¡r F-space for each P-space ;{. lfe then present arr

example, 5.IOe of a local-Iy cornpact F-space T a¡rd a P-space X

such that x x Y is not an F-space; this shows that not even the

local compactness of T is sufficient to ensure that x x T is an

F-space. For convenience of notation we begin with a slight
genera'l i zation of a notation introduced by Ginsburg and Saks [C.S ]"

5 "6 Defj-nition' Let D be a¡ry index set a¡rd ret 3 be a filter on

Dn For any corlection of subsets of a toporogi-ca-l space x indexed,

by D, say [C^: a ç D ]r we say that x is an E"-Iiait of

of [c6:ae o1 if x€ll[cl*lulcd:d€FJ]:FcD a¡d F€sJ.
We wilJ- abbreviate this by saying x € ft-fjalC¿: ¿ € ol . t¡Ie 1et

ef-li:n[C.: a € ni denote the set of a'i't ft-fimits of [CU: a € O] o

Clearly er-linlcur a €oJ:O[cI¡tU[c¿: d €F]l: F € 3] and is
therefore always closed in X.

Let rq I be the class of P-spaces which have a unique non-

isolated point, If X1 € )S I and t € Xf is the unique non-

isolated point of Xl , then (Xf * Ð nod [(;r*rO), (xrrl) J i"
alsoamemberof Sl. Let S bethesubclassof ñt consisting

of a-l I those elements of )91 which are homeomorphic to

(Xf * Ð tod [(x1rO), (x1r1) ] for some XI € rs I with non-isolated

point xl " Notj-ce that if X is a P-space of measurable cardin¡'lity

then the trace of the neighborhood filter of *O € X could be arr

ul-trafilter on ¡ \ [xO i ; for example, if Ð is discrete a¡rd of

measurable ea¡riinality and xo € rÐ \ D, p u [xo] i" such a space

(see Ch" 12 of IGJ ]), In this case, if Xr € S ., with non-isolated



point I then (Xr*!) nod [(x1r0)r(xrr1)J i" not homeomorphlc

to Xo To prove th-is we note that the point [(x1r0)r(x1r1)] is in
the elosure of both (Xr \ tai) x [oJ a¡rd (xr \ [*r]) x lrJ
r+hi-ch are disjoint sets. However *O ca¡not be in the closures of

each of two disjoint subsets of X since the trace on X \ [xO] of

the neighborhood. fj-lter of ltr is a¡r ultrafilter on X \ [x'i .

It is possi-b1e that \9 contains a,1-1 P-spaces of non+easurable

ca¡d.ina'lity with one non-isolated. point but the author was not able

to resolve this question" Hcrurever for any sueh space, Xl , $r"ith

non-isolated point a, (Xr*Ð mod [(x1r0)r(x101)j € s o A

simple example of a space in ñ is X = D(rc) U t*Ol r"¡here rc is

a cardinaJ- Ì¡ith uræountable cofinality and the trace of the neighbor-

hood filter of xO on n(rc) is [Ec D(rc), l¡(rc) \ El < rcJ , TLre

fact that )q is not a very large class of spaces does not alter its

useful-ness in the re¡oainder of the chapter.

Before proving our generalization we need another resul-t from

lcm¡l o

5"7 Le¡n¡Rå,, Let f €C-x(XxT). v¿here X isaP-spacea¡rd-T is

itXxf¡nentnereis

For our result we wilL actua'lly

which follows easily from 5.7 . If

space XxT a¡rdif x€X, define

for which C n ([x] x T) = [x] x C* .

f olLor,ring corollarXr

subset of a product

be the subset of ï

need the

C isa
n +^vuv

)C
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5'8 corollary. Let x € s with xo € x beine the onl_y non-isolated.

J of the neishborhood

filter of * - L"t r b" " cliË F-"o."" *d c " "o"""o "ob"ut

-\J-

of XxT suchthat ,C¡o = Ø . Then t1-!!¡,Lcx: x € X \ [5i'] : Ø "

Proof. Choose ¡ ç çx(X x y) such that C : coz (f) . Then

f ((x'ry)) : O for each y € T . Then by j,7 each (5rf) e

intZ(f). Let y€T a¡rd1et uxv beaneighborhoodof (norr)

contaj-ned in int Z(f) . Then U \ t5Ì e f and V f1 Cx:Ø for
each x € U \ [xoJ . Therefore y f ctyU(c*: x € U \ [xo]) . Ir
follows that f ( U"-f:Lnr[C*: x € X \ t*Oll o

€ X be the unique non-isol_ated

point of X. Also let XI L$l_:A!ttr u¡¿que non-iso xl
such !,þat x is honeomorph:ic-to -(xr * Ð mod [(xrro)r(x1rr)] . Let

3 be the trace gn xt \ [xr] -9f the neishborhood. filter of x., .

X x T is an F-space

[c*r x € Xl \ [xr]] *itir 3ï-]in[C*: x € X1 \ [x1i] =Ø

there are zero-sets lz*z x € Xt \ [xlJj of T such that

C*= Z* and By-lindZ*: x € Xl \ [x1]] :Ø .

(1)

(z)

Froof. Let f be ar¡ F-space w'ith a coll-ection of

[c*: x€ Xl\ lxriJ fot which 3ï-1in[c*: x€ xt\
Suppose, for any selection of zero-sets Z* with

that 3ï-un[z*t x- XI\ [xr]J I Ø " we w.irl show

cozero sets

ta}} :Ø '
Z* containing C*,

that

f is CLT¡JL and f

t(xt x Ð no¿ [(x1ro)r(xrrr)]ì x Y is not an F-space, For convenlence,
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let lxlJ :[(x1,0)r(x1r1)]. Foreach x€x1 \ta] choose

fx -€ C-x'(Y) such that C* = coz (f*) o For i : 0rI , define a

real-valued function Bi on the above product space as folJ.ows:

Si((tx1J ,X)):0 forall Y€T;

si(((x,i)rr)) : r*(r) ror v € T;

arrd Sr(((xrj)ry)) = 0 other"vs'ise. The continrrity of each Bi

on [(xrj)J xT for each x€ Xr\ [x1] a¡d i:Or1 is obvious

because these sets are clopen in our product. The continuity of gi

at ( Ixrl ,y) for y Y is shovm as fo1lor+s. Since y { rr-fi-ur

[c*:x€XI \fxrii thereisan F€s suchthat yFc\lUlc*:

x€FJJ. Let U beaneighborhoodof y suchthat Un clylU[C*:

x € FJ ) -- ø . Since 3 is the trace of the neighborhood filter of

xt on xt\[1], [t*r] lu (rxÐ isaneighborhoodof [x1l

in (xr*Ð*od[(x1ro)r(x1,1)]. Therefore (ttxtl ]u (FxÐ)xu

is a product neighborhood of ( taì ,y) on whieh each gi is

identically 0 . Let Ci be the cozero set of gii then

Ci: U._ \ c .,[[(xri)]xC*ìxq ÃI r txlj

Let f be a continuous function from [ (Xr x ?) ,1o¿ | (x.., rO) n

(x1r1)Ìì x Y into [0r1] which purporbed]y witnesses the conplete

separation of Co a¡rd cI . For x € X, \ tll and i : Orl ,

f-[i] is a zero-set which contai-ns [ (xri)J * C* . Hence we ca¡r

choose a zero-set of T, Zx, such that C*= Z* aJd [ (xri)] *Z*

s f* til . However¡ by assumption, there is a r € 3t-Iim[Z*z x€

XI \ [xl]J . Let U be an arbitrary Y-neighborhood of y and Iet

F be aly element of 3; then ü n U[z*: x € Fl I ø by the
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definition of 3T-lj-n-i-t. Therefore it foJ-lows that ( Ix1ì py) €

lcl U [(x,o)] x Z*l ñ lc1 U [(x,])] x Z*1 ,
*€ X1\ [x1] - jr' 

x€ XL\ [x1]

and clearly f carurot be continuous at ( ixrJ,y) o lüe can then

conclude that x x ï is not an F-space because it is homeomorphic

to t(xr x !) nod [(x1,0),(x1,1)J] x T .

For the converse, suppose that Y is a CL!'JT, F-space satisfying

(Z) . Let CO a¡rd Cl be disjoint cozero subsets of X x T . Since

Y is CLWT,, X x T is an Fr-space by Theorem 5"L and so

cI¡x I CO fl 
"1X* y C!: Ø . Since Y is an F-space we can find

disjoint zero-sets of Y, ZO and Z! u such that (trul x T) n C.

c [5]xZ. for i:0rI . Then S.:XxZi isazero-setof
X x T fol .i : 0rI and (co \so) U (cr\ sr) is a cozero set of

Xxï wh.ichisdisjointfrom [5]xf . Foreach *<X\[xoJ,
let Crc be a cozéro subset of T such that t(CO\SO) U (C1\S])l n

([x] x T) : [xJ x Cx a¡:d. let Ai be such that Ci fl ([*O] x T) :

[5i x q for i:0r1 . By 5.8 , the set Sy.tLn[C*: x€ X\ txO]l

is empty. By our assumption on f there are zero-sets Z* of T

such that C*= Z* a¡d 3y-Ltn[Z*z x€ X\ txg]] =Ø . This is

equivalent to [cl¡*yU[x] xZ*z x€ X\ i5]]l n (txg] xY) :Ø .

For let y € I; then y F 3ï-lim[Z*z x€ X\ t5]] so there is a¡r

F € 3 such that y Ë clyLll Z*z x€ F]l . Choose a T-neighborhood

V of y suchthat Vn (U[Z*:x€FJ):Ø, Therefore (nU t5])
x V is a neighborhood of (5rf) in X x Y r.vhich does not intersect

UIZ*: x € X\ txg]] , The opposS-te inrFlication is proved. similarly.
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For each x € X we wiIL define a continuous function on

[x] x T which separates CO fl ([x] x y) arrd Cr fl ([xJ x y) 
o

Let fO be a continuous function from [n] x f into [Or1]

which is identically 0 on [xO] x ZO a¡d 1 on [x9] x Z, .

For x€ x\ t51 rer o*: [x] x (r \ zJ u t(co U cr) n ([xJ x y)];

r+e observe that D* is a cozero subset of [x] x Y a¡rd is therefore

C*-enbedded in [x] x T . Let f*, [xJ x T - [Orf] be a continuous

erbension of f; which is defined on Dx as fol-lows:

r;((x,r)) : fs((xe,r)) tor y € r \ z*

r;((x,r)) = o for (*,y) € co n ([x] x T)

and r¿((x,r)) :1 for (*ry) € cl n ([x] x r) . (tt¡e contimrity

of f* folLows from the fact that if (*ry) € ([xJ x f\Zx) n

ict n ([x] x r)l then y € zt and so ro((5rr)) : i: fi((*ry)) .)

Define a noap f from X x Y into [OrtJ as fol]ows:

r((xorv)) : fo((19,r)) a¡¿ r((x,y)) = r*((*ry)) ror arr x € x

a¡rd y € f . To show that f is contj-nuous it j-s sufficient to

prove continuity at pointu (5rfg) for yO € Y . Let e be a rea-1

nt¡mber greater than 0; then since fO is a continuous functj-on we

can find V, a T-neighborhood of yO, such that for arry f € V,
l.Iro(5rr9) - rg(xorr)l < e . Then, since yo is not a¡r 3ï-u-Bit

of lz*z x € X\ [xO]], there is a neighborhood U x W of (*orr9)

such that (u xw) n U(tx] xZ*: x € X\[*oJ) :Ø, If (*ry) e

u x (v n Vi) then (*ry) Ë t"l *Zx and. so r((xry)) = r;((*ry)) =

ro((xorr)) a¡¿ therefore lr((*ry)) -r((5rro))[ ( 6 . we nor,¡

observe that f((xry)) : 0 if (xry) € CO anC f ((xry)) : 1 if
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(xry) € Cr . This completes the proof of the theorem.

The condition that T be CLWL is required in 5.g because

arry basically disconnected space satisfies our gr-u-urit condition.

We wiIL nol{ present our example of a loca'l1y compact F-space T

a¡d a P-space x sueh that X x Y j-s a¡r Fr-space but not an F-spaceo

we present, this exanpre because j-t was a mofivation for, and helps to

clarify the proof of, Theorem 5.9 , A1so, this example serves as a

prototype for most of the exarnples given in the re¡rainder of this

chapter.

5.10 EËgpfg" Let * - n(urf ) x o'k where n(ur1) denotes the count-

abl-e ord.inals w'ith the discrete topology arrd o* is ge \ o . Let

C be afur cozero subset of o?t which is not closed" For each cy ( (rJr

: [aJ x C . Each C* is a cozero subset of W ald

:Ø if a I þ . Let n = o'2*1"fpw(#o ar) 
"n¿ 

define T

to be 0!'i \ K " Si:rce K is compact, Y is loca]]y compact. Also

pY : pW because T contains W . It is easiþ shown that 'i{, being

the free urrion of compact F-spaces, is an F-space. Therefore T is

a loca'l'ty compact F-space 14.f (e))"

Let X = [årJ , [ä,, : cy ( or , i : 0r1 be topologzed

as follcr¡¡s: each äri o. uJl i = 0rI is isolated a¡td

neighborhoods of {r1 are complements of countable subsets of

[*^,-¡cy(üJ, i:Orlj. Clearly X isaP-space. Letusshow- cy.l r

that X x Y is not an F-space. Choose any f € C*(r¡*) such that

C is the cozero set of f a¡ld for cy < o, 1et fo € Cx([cv] x,¡*)

1et

rtn
d

u(!

11
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be defined by fo((ørp)) : f(p) for each p € o* . For i : Or1

we can defj¡re a rea,l-valued continuous functi-on, gi, on X x Y as

fotlows: gi((xrrrr)) : 0 for y € T, Bi((*o,r rx)) : ro(r)

if y € [aJ x o* arrd *i((%,: ,Í)) : 0 otherwise. Each gi is

clearl.l continuous at (xor, ,F) since l*orri * T is open in

XxTn Forpoints (**rrf) weobservethatsince y(K, y has

an open neighborhood U such that IJ î Cd I Ø for at most a

countable set of cvss o Let y < 01 be such that tl î Co : Ø for

cv>y. Thus [*orr: Y <o=rl , i=Or1i xU is aneighborhood

of (*,r, ,tr) on which each gi is identically O " this shows

that each Bi is continuous,

If X x Y is a¡r F-space then CO : coz (gg) a¡rd. C, : coz (gr)

are completeþ separated in X x Y because they are disjoint.

Suppose that there is a function g € C*(X x T) such that gtCol - 0

a¡td S[Crì = 1 o Arqr zero-set of or:k which contains C is a

neighborhood. of C sj-nce o* is an F-space. However õ is not open

in ur* (3n of Ïi ) so any zero-set properly contains õ. For each

o . uJl the set g; Iil n ([*ori] x ([cvJ x r*)) i" a zero-set of

[*o,i] x ([oi x ur*) which contains [*o,iJ x ([s] x c) . Let ,o,,

be q zero-set of ur* such that [*o,r] x ([cvj *Zo,i): Sjit n

([ä,i] x ([aJ x,¡*)) . Then for each i , C = Zo,r; hence

c = zo,oì zo,L . Let ro € [o] x L(zo,o) zo,r) \ dl . Then

8i(*o ,r ,Yo) : i .

It is easiþ shov¡n that lyot o. ,f] i-s conpletely separated

from U (co: ø < or) in trJ. Therefore 
"tB"[ 

yo, o < ,1,] n K:Ø
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and we can choose a point p€ T such that o€ rer, "\w[rot
y <a. *i] n We now consider the vafue of S((xr, ,p)) . We

c1¡iv4 that the point (ä, ,p) is in cf¡* y[(*o,O ,Ío): ø < or] ñ

"lx*y [(ä,1 ,Xo): a < o1] . To see this, note that an arbitrar¡r

neighborhood of (*r, ,p) is of the forrn [är, : y < o. ,I i:0r1]
x u for some y ( 01 and for some neighborhood u of pn since

lUn lyoro.rrll :rt thereisa¡r z>y suchthat ycyÉU a¡d

hence (*oro ,tro) a¡d (*or1 ,Io) are both in the above neighborhood

of (**, ,n)" Thus our cl-airn is verified. Therefore g ca¡¡rot be

continuous because g(*or0 ,xo) : 0 a¡d g(ä,1 rxo) : I for all
ø ( c0, , Therefore X x Y is not an F-space. tr

The qrrestj-on of whether the product of a p-space with a weakly

Lindelof F-space is again an F-space has been sorved conpletely; such

products are abmys F-spaces ( tHrl a¡rd tH2l ). The rnajor result

concerning products of F-spaces was proven by Negrepontis tNr I in 1967.

5,11 Theorem.

ñ
Â

E:eP49..

We a-Iso have the following result which is essentially shown in
tcmtl o

5.w Froposition" Let x be -a P-space and Y a weakl-y Linderof

space. Then the pro.jection map lly : X x T - X is Z-elosed.
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5,L3 Corollary" (tHrl and ¡Hrì) If Y i-s a weaklv LÍndelof

F-space and X is a P-space then X x Y is an F-spacen E

Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.I3 both fol-Iow from the

results of IHfl o

One night hope that if T is an F-space with the P-cover

property then X x Y is also an F-space for any P-space X.

Unfortunateþ this is not even the case for al'l X in our class à$.

In Exanple 5.!9 we construct an F-space with the P-cover property

which behaves very differently frora F-spaces which are weakþ

Lindelof. In particular this F-space serves as our example, pronised

in Chapter 4 , of a non+¡eêkfy Lindel-of F-space with the P-cover

property. Before r¡e constn¡ct our example we wiIl need sone new

notation" We also will prove a lemma which provides a useful method

for constnrcting new F-spaces"

5")J+ Definitj-on. tHul I,et S and T be two spaces and let A

be a closed subspace of S such that there is a continuous map f

from A to T" The adunction space , S tJ, T is the quotient

space of the free union of S and T obtained by identifying each

a€A vrith f(a) €t.

We require the folLor,ring fact about P-sets.

5.L5 Lenma. Let S be anv Tvchonoff space and let A be a P-set

of S. For artv cozero set C of S (cIs Cl n A: cls(C n,t).

Proof. Let a€A\ck(Cn¡'); thenthereisazero-set Z of S
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suchthat açZ and C)A,cZ. Thisimpliesthat C\Z isa
cozero set disjoint from A" Therefore c\(C \ Z) ¡ A: Ø which

inrpliesthat af c\C. E

If S and T are þchonoff spaces, A is a closed subspace

of s, and f j-s a homeomorphisn from A onto a closed subset of

T, then S Uf T is þchonoff [Hu] . Our interest is in compact

F-spaces, hence the follo¡ring leruna.

5.16 Lemma. Let S a¡rd T be compact F-spaces. If À is a P-set

of S a¡rd f isahomeomorphismfrom A into T then T:SUrL
is an F-space,

proof . To simFlify the notation we will assrr.me that f is the

identity nap and that A is a subset of To To show that T is

an F-space it suffices, because T is compact, to show that disjoint

cozero 'sets of Y have d.isjoint closure. Let CI a.nd C2 be

disjoint cozero subsets of T. Since S a¡rd T are both F-spaces

we need only show ',,hat c1"(C1 n S) n cfr(C, fl t) : V " Since

c\(C1 nS)ílc1r(C2nt)cR a¡rd A isaP-setof S itwiIL
suffice by Lernrna 5"!5 to show that clr(C, n A) n cfr(C, ) f) :Ø .

However Cl nAcCIflt and ctr(C1 nT)ncry(Ca1I):Ø"
Therefore Y is an F-sÞâce.

5.L7 Defi¡rition. For a¡r infinite ca¡dinal K e let U(rc) denote

the ultrafilters of grc (where K has the discrete topolory) which

are not in the closure of any subset of K which has ca¡dina-lity

less tha¡r Kn (these are the se-ç¡l'lsd ttun:Lforn ultrafilterst¡ on K).



Forasubset A of K let A?:cl-oAnU(K).
HA

It is easy to verify that

for a cozero subset C of 9tDt

"lprr 
(c n u(urt)) forlows fron

constn¡ct our example.

Recal I

Notice that

U(,lr) is a P-set in Fot . Hence

the fact that ("tgr., c) I U(,lt) :
!

Ler¡na 5 "15 . We are ncrr.r ready to

5.!8 @pþ,. We begin by constructing a P-set of Êor r"¡hich is

nowhere dense in u(or) . Choose a sequence [Ao: ø',rJ of

uncountable subsets of ol such that for each ø ( tr1 r

loo*r\Adl : o1 a¡d lrt\ou.rroo[ : rt . Let P: clgort("U<.,lAJ) \

U.*rAå , The fact that P is a P-set of U(ol) follows easiþ

from the fact that U(cor) is basicalÌy disconnected ( [N2] or tCUl )

a¡¡d the fact that [A¿: ø. rr] is a strictly increasing sequence of

clopen subsets of U(cur) . AIso P is nowhere dense in U(utt) since

it is the boundary of an open set of U(ulr ) .

space Ìrl = Ð(ul1) x o* of 5.10 . We let S : Êl'l'

is homeomorphic to the C-x-enbedded subset of

consisting of the union of the outgrowbhs of pttlt-closures of ,1

disjoint countable subsets of ,l . Hence ÊW can also be embedded

in 9*l . Nor-¡ choose a cozero subset G of U(utt) which is not

clopen. Si-nce G is the union of countably noarry compact clopen

subsets of U(or), none of which is ccc [N2], we carl choose

d.isjoint non-compact clopen subsets, Go , of G. Then V.*rGo

is C-x-embedded in U(or) [N2] . If we choose, for each a ( iD1 r

"o€Ç\ 
G, then fzoz ø. rtJ is discrete and is a C-F-enbedded

the

1/'l
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subset of G \ G' Hence by the above remarks ghr ca¡ be enbedd.ed

in the boundery of Go Let f be such an enbed.ding.

Let g=[F=rlrpccIUr.,F]n 3 isafilteron rl which

is closed under countable inters-ections because p is a p-set of

u(ot) . Let c be a non-clopen cozero set of ,o, a¡d as in 5.ro,
define ce to be [cvJ x c , a cozero subset of the subspace

[cv] x o* of hI which is not clopen in [cvJ x ox . lrle now d.efine

K to be t^f"lgwtyil€ r Co]: F € si . Let us shor¡ that K is a p-set

of "lu¡ll#r., col . rndeed' 1et (\.)r, c , be closed subsets of
truwLLl*., col such that Kn"r K:þ for each rI s Each ç is
compact 

"o 
thu"u is a¡r Fn € õ such that n, n clgl^tt#,., Col :Ø .

tet F = ll Fn . Si¡rce 5 is closed und.er countable intersectj-ons

F € 3 . Therefore t< s clrialoQ u col Clearly clUK. c

"rpçto$ r c*l ' since oL!*. co is c*-enbedd.ed in 9w,

¡'ì l-tJ n I fì el---[[J,.-n 1=Ð hence (c1^.,1 rr¡ \r'\ r¡ n"tÊl^I'g"€F tcy'" ttptritoïFucyl = 
,r*JKrr)l 

I K:þ . It
forlcntrs that K is a P-set of "\wlou.*.' col. By our resurt u.h
(ii) of chapter t+ , ¡¡1s impies that K is also a p-set of g!ù.

To complete the constnrction, ret o : oftr,"lp"(#o[v] x,r*).
This set, being the intersection of a¡r ,r-."qr.ur,le of strictly
decreasing clopen compact sets of Êw, is easily seen to be a p-set

of Êl{. l,Ie define T to be "tu(rr)G where G is as a.bove, The

ernbedding flo of A into T is a homeomorphism r¡hich takes A to

the bor¡¡rdary of Gn The spaces s a¡rd r are both F-spaces since

they are homeomorphic to compact subspaces of Êr!1 " Therefore, by

Lemma 5.!6 t S U¡14 T is an F-space. lrte vrill- sinrpþ consider A
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as a subset of T. Define T to be (S U -' ^ T) \ K .

Before we proceed let us prove that K is nowhere dense in A.

To ach-ieve a contradi-ction, suppose that U is a clopen subset of

.4. vlith UcK. Let UI beaclopensubsetof PI/Ù.with UrflA:U"

The set I : [o ( ot: Uf n(["j x u") I ØJ is uncountable by the

d.efinition of A" For each a ( T, choose ds € Ut n ([cv] x ul*)"

The set [do: a € IJ is discrete a¡rd is Cr+-embedded in 9W. Since

P is nowhere d.ense i¡t U(rr) there is an F € 3 such that

lr\rl :*r. Thisimrliesthat {c1'*[do: cv€ I\F]) Àt<=Ø

but (cI^.,[d.^.: cv € I \ F]) 
^ 

A I Ø t which is a contra.diction.
pw \¿

We r,rill now shor+ that T is C+t-enbedded in S Ufl A T " Let

CO a¡rd CI be disjoint cozero subsets of l. Since S : 9W end

ï contains W, there are cozero sets C.] a¡rd. Ci of S such

I 9.that C0\K:CgflS arrd CI \K=C, llS. Weintendtoshow

that CO a¡d Ct have disjoint closures in t ¡rlAT . Since K

isnowheredensein g,f , cinci:Ø. As s and r areF-spaces

it suffices to show that c\(co n s) n c\(c1 ì,T) : Ø . Since T

is the closure of a cozero subset of the þ¿sls¡lly disconnected

space u(,¡r) , T i-s basically disconnected. Therefore ciT(cl n T)

is a clopen subset of T. The set clS(CO n S) can only intersect

T in A. Since K is nowhere dense in A a¡rd A is a P-set of

s, ck(co n s) rl A: cr€(cå) ñ A: cr,(ci n l¡ bv 5.L5. Also

t
c\(co i'l A) : c\(co n ,t) , again by the fact that K is nowhere

dense in A. Thus c\(Cg n A) n cl1(Ca n T) : Ø because cO n A
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is disjoint from c5(C, n t) , which is
Since Y is C-F-embedded in SUfl A T,
pf \ T contains no P-sets of 9y (since

so ï has the P-cover property by Lemna

a clopen subset of T.

Y is an F-space" Also

' 'S!'r 
^ T)\T)|.¡ Conlâl nS \ ., ._

4"3 '

Let us now consider the family lcot a. ,tJ of cozero subsets

of Yo By construction the set t, Url or -Um[Co: a < o1] is
equal to K a¡rd this set was removed. f"o^ orr" spacec Therefore,

in Y, 3t-lirnlcot o' ,r] is enpty. However i-f r+e choose zero-sets

Zo, for o.*l, with Co=Zo, thenforeach o.o1 there

is a point ä € ([cvi x u¡* n zcv) \ do . The set lxo ø. rr] is
cornpleteþ separated frorn [J (co: ø . ,t) in gtr{ . This irnpries

3y-lirn[Zo: ø < urr] is never empty.

Welet X:[4,JU[¡.,.'2q
*1 v )L

define a neighborhood base at *r.,

ø € FJ : F € 3J . By Theorem 5.9

The space X x Y provides us

The questions ca¡r be infered fron

below"

a ,l a¡rd i : 0r1] " Then

by [[4,, J U [x-., : i = Or1 and
q tL!

, X x Y is not an F-space. tr

with answers to nany questions.

the properties of X x Y given

5.L9 E:rampl-e" There is ar¡ F-space T r+'ith the p-cover properuy

tr¡hich is not weakly Lindel-of " rndeed, fhe space T constnrcted in

5.f8 is not weakly Lindelof beeause 5"13 inFlies that if r were

weakly Lindelof then x x T would be a¡r F-space for each p-space x.

Hor+ever this is not the case. tr
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5.2O &ggpþ. There is a P-space X and an F-space Ï with the

P-cover property such that X x T j-s not Cx-e¡nbedded in X x BY;

i.n fact X x I is not even an F-space. Let X and Ï be as

in exarople 5 "18" tr

5.2I @þ.. There is an FÎ-space w'ith the P-cover property

trhich is not ar F-space. This is, of course, in contrast to 5.1

where it was shown that a weakly Lindelof F?-space is a^lways ert

F-space" To produce this exanple we have to work a little ha¡der"

Let XxT beasin 5"18" Let t:"\(xxy)([**.,Jxy)\
I

(fx JxI) andsupposethat Z isazero-setof XxY whichis
- rt!

conpletely separated from H in p(X x f) . Let f be a continuous

function from p(X x f) i.nto the unit interval such that f lZl : Q

and. f [H] = I . Note that, by the definition of H, f*(torål) n

([x J x f) is necessarily compact. Therefore, since Ï is zero-'- u)"

dinensional, there is a compact clopen set W of f such ihat

[x.., ] x !{ contains f*( torål) I ([xr',] x Y) ' By l-emrna 5-? there
- O)r' r

i" ifr"o a clopen neighborhood V of *r, such that f is constant

on vx[yJ foreach y€l'f . Foreach *oi€ x\[x.,], wecan

choose a clopen subset, Vo,, , of Y such that Z 
^ 

([xorr] x Y)

ç koriJ*vo,i=f*(torål) . Let u: (v:cl'I)uLl [ lxo,rJ*uo,r t

o<01 i:O,IJ" Theset U isopenin XxY becauseeach

[*o,i] * vo,i i" open. Also, crearly (clxxy u) n ([*ori] x T) :

[*ori] *Yo,. for each cv¡ i o By the choice of the Oorrt" ,

"Ix*rtut*o,iJ * uo,rl - f*( torÈl) and so ("1x*..¡) n ([xrr] x T)

c [*r.]xW, Therefore U isaclopensubsetof XxY rrhich
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contains z. Also ("ru.**v)u) )H=Ø because ucf*(torål)
Not,e that V x W is a product of a P-space ar¡d a compact F-space,

heneeby 5.11 , VxW i-sanF-space. AIso U\(VxVÍ):

Ll[[x*rr] * Yo,r, o ( rI i:OIIJ is a free union of F-spaces,

and hence is also an F-space. This i-urplies that 
"18 (* * y)u is an

F-space.

Orr exarrple to exhibit 5.2! is the space t : (X x y) U

U ["Ip(xxy)u 3 u is a clopen subset of x x T a¡rd 
"rÊ (x xv¡u )H :ØJ.

By the above remarks, each point of r has a neighborhood which

is a¡r Fr-space. Therefore by 4.2 of tcmyl , T is a¡r FÎ-space.

To show that r has the p-cover properby we consid.er a cozero

set c .of r which is eompletely separated from the Lindelof set
a'ìfxr-J x G where G is as defined in i.!7 . As observed aboveI
thereisaclopenset u of xxT containing cl(xxy) such

that cl. ,- __.,.U nH = Ø . Therefore clo ,_ __ _,.,U C T and so
¡3 (x x Y,) --B (X x r7

clo r-.- -\C c T . This implies that cl^,., ___,,G containsþ(nxr/ --B(Xxy)-
g(X xf) \T ; hence it ca¡l contain no p-sets. The Fr-space. T

is not an F-space because x x T is c^*-embedd.ed in it and it is
not an F-space" Et

The example in 5.ZI provides yet another contrast between

the P-cover property and the weakly Li-nd.elof property" Recall

that a r+eaJ<ly Lindelof subspaee of an F-space is both an F-space

a¡d is Crr-enbedded. Theorem 4.9 irnp]-i_es that if S is a sub-

space r¡¡ith the P-cover property of an F-space T then S is
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C-x-embedded in T if it is an F-space. However Lhere is no

guarantee that S is a¡r F-space. In fact |he following resulf

shor,¿s that S need not be an F-space"

5.22 EËegpþ. There is an F-space T with a subspace H which

has the P-cover property but is not a¡ F-space. Our space H in

5"2! ca¡ be ernbedded into T: Ê(X x ÊY) which is an F-space" tr

In tFGl , Fine and Gill-man prove that if CH is assumed then

every open subset of a compact F-space of weight /Ð is an F-space.

We can shot¡ that it is consistent that th:is statement is false.

lÐ.

5.23 Proposition. There is a compact F-space of weight 2 - which
.l 0l

has an open subspace l¡hich is not a¡r F-space. If 2- : 2 - thb-

space has v.¡eieht 2$ .

Proof. The spaces

t..tSince lXl : or ar¡d

Therefore P(X x 9W)

chosen as in 5.10

X and PW of 5.10 are both of weight 2
U)r 1 0J1

c-x'(phi) - z', lcx(x x pht)l < z - . 2
.0Jr

is an F-space of weight 2 ' o If K is

,t 
.

u)1

-2

then 9(X x Êl'f) \ ([xo,] x tt) is a¡r open subset

which is not an F-space"

The most basic difference betv¡een a weakþ Lindel-of F-space and

an F-space w'ith the P-cover property is that regular closed subsets

of the latter need not have the P-cover property" If X is a¡t

F-space such that every regular closed subset of it has the P-cover

property then every such subset is c-x--enbedded in x, For let A
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be a regular closed subset of X" Let C1 and C2 be disjoint

cozero subsets of A which are conpletely separated in A. Since

A is regular closed in X each of cI¡C1 and c1"C2 is regular

closed in X. Therefore c1¡C1 and c1¡C2 have the P-cover

property" They are disjoint because C1 and CZ are completely

separated in Ao By Theorem 4.8 , they are conpleteþ separated

in X. It fo]-.lows that A is C*-embedded in Xo We do not know

if one cafi constmct an exanple, using only the Zerrnel-o Fra¡kel

axioms of set theory together with the axiom of choice, of aJr

F-space X, such that every regular closed subset of X has the

P-cover property yet X fails to be weakly Lirylelof. We have been

able to construct an exarnple w'ith the aid of the set-theoretic

pri-nciple C " This principle is lsrorrn to be consistent r,rith the

usual- axioms of set theory; the interested reader is refered to

[Je] for furbher infornation. For our purposes r*e only need the

follorring result of Ginsburg iCl .

5.21+ Theorem. t 0 I If X is a rezuIar countabl¡¡ compact Hausdorff

space containing no non-trivial convergent sequences. then X

contains a.L S-space. (An S-space is a hereditarily separable

space which fails to be Lirrdelof .) I

5.24 Corollary" I0l The space Êor \ ul contains an exlre43llv

.!r " E

5,26 @þ,. t Cl Let D be a space of ca¡d.ina"ìity uz with

one non-isolated point do such that a neighborhood base for do
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is [[ao]Uf :lo\nl .rzJ. Let S beane:ctremaÏlyd.isconnected

S-space of cardinality ,1 . The space D x S is an F-space because

S is a separable F-space a¡d D is a P-space (5"13) . Let

x= [F(lxs)\ (c\ço*s¡[do]xs)l u ([ao] xs). clearþ

9X : I (D x S) so by 4,1 X is an F-space" If A is an open

subset of X such that cI¡ A il ([ao] U S) : B then cl* A is
compact. Indeed, for each s € S there is a neighborhood Fs of

do such that A n (F" * [sJ) =Ø . Since the card.ina'tity of S is

onJ.y ot there is a neighborhood F of do such that A n (n x S)

isempty. Since FxS isclopenin DxS, "hXAfl([ao]xS)
is also empty" 0n the other ha¡rd if Â is an open subset of

DxS suchthat cl¡At''ì ([ao]"s)lØ rhenrif [doJxB:
c1¡Alì([ao]xS), B isaseparablespace. If f isacontinuous

real-valued function on cI¡ A then one can easiþ show that there

isasubset F of Ð suchthat l0lfl.uZ and.foreach b€8,

f is consta¡rt on (n\f x [uj) n cI¡ A . This fact ensures that

cI* A is Cx-enbedded in gX. Therefore p (c\A) \ cl¡ A is

contained in cl'¡([ao1 x e) which is separable. T]ris i-urplies that

cl* A has the P-cover properby because its gror+bh contains no P-sets.

FinaJJy we check that X is not weakly Lindelof. Each point x €

X \ ([ao] x S) has a neighborhood Ux such that

ll¿r Un ([AJxS)fÐ]l .rz " lfealso]cnowthat S hasacover

of clopen sets C with no countable subcover (S is not Lindelof).

I'Ie can exLend. each C € C to an open set Ce of X such that

ct n ([doJ x S) = laoJ x c . The cover u = [u* : x€ X\ ([¿oJ * s)]

U [Cu : C € C] has no countable subcollection r^¡hose union is
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dense. Indeed, let lUrrt n € o] - ìr . One ca¡r easily check that

thereisa d€D\[aoJ .nd"n sCS suchthat (drs)ËMu¡Un.

However (drs) is isolated in X hence (drs) Ë "Ix Ll-,U' o B

Hence:

5.27 EIAEpþ. t 0l There is a¡r F-spacen every regular closed

subset of whlch has the P-cover propert¡r, that fails to be weakly

Lindelof. tr

Naturally one would li.ke to characterize those F-spaces whose

product rrith every P-space is again an F-space. For our restricted

class ù9 of P-spaces we have a characierization, a-lthough not ar¡

elegant one, of those F-spaces T whose product w'ith every X

is an F-space.

5.28 Coro'lIary. In orrler that X x T be an F-space for each X € tS

it is necessarv' a¡rd sufficient that Y be a CLI{L F-space satisf'rins

the fo]_lor,rine condition: forjmy inde$ed collection of cozero setg

[C^: A € o ] a¡¡d antr filter 3 . closed und.er countable intersectionse
o.

on D w'ith St-fin[C¿:d€DJ=Ø therearezero-sets [Z¿:d€DJ

w'ith C¿ = Z¿ Fnd 3y-linlzd : d € DJ :Ø ,

Proof, If T is not CLWL then there is an X € ¡9 such that X x Y

is not a¡ F?-space ICIINI . The coro]-lary folLows direct\y fron this

fact and Theorem 5.9 by observing thaÈ (O x a U [p]) e s where

aneighborhood.basefor p is ttplU(rxe): F€3Jo E
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Our final exanple sho'!.rs that the condition in 5.28 does not

e:cLend to arbitrar¡r P-spaces" However first t¡e need some facts

about q¡* which are consistent with the usual axio¡ns of set

theory.

5.2g Proposition. tI{A + 2o = curl If C Ís a cozero subset of

o which is not clopen there is a strictlv decreasi-ns sequence

f is a function from L into !)2

f (¡.) < ¡. then there is a subset Ll

such that for each À € L ,
of L of cardin¡'l i lY w2

such that for tr1 ,tr2 € _-lt f,(Àr) : f (Ir) c

*
5.3L $ggpþ.. [}¡n + 2u: uz) Let W: D(,lr) x,l a¡rd choose a

cozero subset C of ,*" which is not clopen. Choose a strictly

decreasing seguence (Ao: o . *) of clopen neighborhoods of C

as in 5,29 . For each o 1 a2, define Co to be [cv] x C

and for each y < u2 define Z\- to be [cvJ x A, . Therefore

(A :-g--S.-,¡") of clopen neighborhoods of C such that O A-. : C .
u-s

Proof . We first point out that l{A * 20 :

the usua-l axioms of set theory (p"239 of

of set theory if (Bo: ø . ,f) are clopen

then there is a clopen neighborhood of C

each B tRl . Then, since the weight of
d

inductively construct our fanily (A.': a <

5.3O Propositi-on. (p. 59 of tJe l)

ordinals less than u2 which do not

uZ is consistent w'ith

tJel), In thi-s nodel

sets disjoint from C

vrhich is disjoint from

uJ is *Z , vre can

\-*/'rJ

Let L be th-e sel of Limit

have countable eofinaLitv. ïf
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for each o . u2 and. y < 02 , z: is a zero set which contains

co ' !ùe wirl now define az compact p-sets of gw. Let L be

the set of limit ordinals of u2 which do not have countabre

cofi-narity. For each À € L, define K, = û^ ("fpwlo !r.^ zlt).
Arso define Ko = d?r2 "lpw(o!r.r, ,i ). rf we define õr to
be the neighborhood firter of À € L in then each \ equars

4 -Ii*tzl.:ø<).J in ÊW. Let Y:3W\[c]ltr K)rrK_t :ÀJ t_n FW. Ler r:3W\Lcr\ltL tr[i UÁoj
rn the construction of r we have ensured that y satisfies our

eonditions in 5.28 "

Let X1 = o, \ [cv € 'li¡n ul, : cf(cv) : oJ " The space X] is
easily seen to be a P-space ( IGJI r 9L) . Let x be the quotient

spaee of xt * ? obtained by identifring (,rrro) r{1th (orr1) and

also identifying (frO) and (frf) for al1 t € t . hre let
X : (la c ur: cv i-s isolatedJ x Z.) U f U or) arid note that X

is a P-space because X is homeomorphic to XI .

The space X x T is not an F-space. For i = 0r1 define

Ci : o H x\ ,[ (aro) i x co . Each ci can be shown to be a

cozero set because for aLL I € L, 3.,-tinr[C^.: e€ X\ tj c

i r-L 
À - 

cY

3r. -lintz; : e < tJ : \ and q, n y = Ø . Suppose that there is
an f e C-x(Xxf) suchthat f[Ciì=i. Since f isassuEed.to

be continuous we note that by the proof of 5,9 e for each \ € L,

there is a Y¡.. I such that f-(i) n ([cvri] x ([cvJ * r*)) is
I

contained in Z^, for y., < ry < À . For other¡,rise we can chooseg'^

yo,L( t*(i) n ([(.v,i)J x ([,vJ x ro)) \ ,] , then B^-Lin[y*., :
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y. < d <l'\ I Ø a¡rd f ca¡not be continuous at these Umits",À

Therefore we can define a function g: L - ur, such that g(f) : Yl

where yÀ is defined as above. Since Y). 'À by 5"3O there

isa y<02 a¡rd.an Lf çL vrith lftl :üz suchthat c(I):Y

for each ). € 1,t . But ¿¡1s implies that the zero-set

r-(o) rl ({v+r,o¡1 x ([1+i] x ,x*)) is contained in z!,*,, for aIL
YïT

¡. € Lt . This is a contradiction to the fact that ¡, 'â r., A¡. : d

because õ is not â z€ro-s€t. Therefore CO a¡d CI are not

conpleteþ separated ar¡d X x T is not an F-space. tr
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